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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, May 14, 1979
Ledger & Times
la Our leeth Year 15 Cents Per Copy Volume 1N No. 114
SPRING COMMENCEMENT — President Constantine W. Curtis reads the graduation
 pledge to the 1,195 graduates
who participated in the 56th annual spring commencement exercises at Murray State 
University on Saturday mor-
ning. The graduates, which included 796 members of the spring class and 
399 who finished their degree
requirements at mid-term, received bachelor's, master's, specialist and associate 
degrees.
Graduates Urged To Fit Time
At MSU Into Meaningful Lives
By M.C. GARROTT
Graduates were urged by two of their
classmates to fit the education, per-
sonal growth and lasting friendships of
their past four years into meaningful,
objective lives as the 56th annual spring
commencement exercises were held at
Murray State University Saturday.
Principal speakers were Rebecca
Christina Myers, 21, of Mortons Gap
and James H. Long, Jr., 72, of .Desloge,
Mo., named May 1 as the outstahding
senior woman arid man on the campus
during the'1978-79 school year.
Miss Myers, one of 13 members of the
class with perfect 4.00 academic
Standings, told her classmates that the
purpose of education is to prepare the
Individual to solve problems and to
become a more effective member of
society.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Myers of Mortons Gap and an
accounting major, she reviewed the
university's physical and academic
growth over the past four years and
reflected it as "a material effect" on
the class's "growth and future."
"From the cradle to the grave is a
learning experience," she said, "ahd





Parents of children who attend the
Murray City Schools will be asked this
week to seleet a remedial reading
advisory council for each of the schools.
The Title I project, a federally funded
remedial reading program in the
Murray Independent School System,
requires that an eight-member board
for each school be elected by the
parents of the children in the schools. A
District Advisory Council must also be
elected.
Ballots will be sent home by the st-
duents, and parents should complete
the ballots and return them to the
school. All parents can help select the
board even though their children may
not be participating in the program.
The advisory -e5uncil reviews the
school's Title I program and makes
suggestions about the annual Title I
applications and evaluations. The
members are selected for a two-year
term. The majority of the membership
of the council must be parents of
children participating in the program.
"The college student learns to face
problems, define goals, recognize the
needs of others, determine priorities
and, perhaps, most importantly, to be
responsible for and accept the con-
sequences of his actions."
Long, also an honor graduate with
majors in biology and chemistry, listed
the two intangible aspects of one's
college experience as "total education
and friendships."
, ."Without these, our stay here would
have beefi merely an exercise in ob-
taining facts," he said, "instead of a
rewarding and worthwhile experience
in which we've learned how best to fit
into the world." He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. James H. Long, Sr., of Desloge.
The two addressed 1,145 graduates,
including 399 who 'Finished their degree
requirements at mid-term. The 796
member spring class included 614
receiving bachelor's degrees, 138
master's, nine specialists and 35
associates.
The mid-term graduates included 278
bachelor's degrees, 115 master's, three
specialists and nine associates.
In addition to Miss Myers, the
following also graduated with perfect
4.00 academic standings:
Gregory Neill Abel, Valley Station;
Pamela Leigh Blincoe, Mayfield; Ethel
Lovelady Gilkey, Oak Grove Route 1:
Terri Lee Lynn, Paducah, Route 10;
Anne Rene Ress, Tell City, Ind.; Carol
Elaine Smith, Hopkinsville; Ross L.
Snider and Douglas Brown Webster H,
both of Owensboro; Isaac M. Thacker
IV, Mt. Washington; Laura J. Trouve,
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.; Mark Allen
Cavitt, Boaz, Route 1; and Terry Lynn
Barrett of_heuirsiy, the only mid-term
graduate in the group.
- Reiterating the vision expressed by
the university's first president, Dr.
John Wesley Carr, more than half-
century ago, Dr. Constantine W. Curtis,
Murray State's sixth president, told the
graduates in a five-minute address that
the university lives "because it has a
soul embedded in this rich heritage and
reflected in the dedication of its faculty
and in the love and loyalty of its
graduates.
"It is commonplace to chronicle the
development of a university through
the leadership of its presidents and the
labors of its faculty," he said, "but its
real history is a composite of the lives
led by its graduates."
He also challenged the 1979 class "to
stretch human minds, kindle human
hearts, and to instill in yourselves and
others those basic human values of
honor, integrity, appreciation,
generosity, care, service and
reverence."
"Touch the lives of other people," he
said, "and in the process, search for
nobilAty in their character and strive for
it in yourself.'
Among the 4,500 friends and family
members witnessing the ceremonies
was Mrs. Minnie L. Easley, 90, of
Crittenden County.
The mother of 13 children, she was
there to see a grandson, Joseph L.
Easley, receive an undergraduate
degree, and a granddatiehter.
Easley Bell, receive a master's degree.
Earlier in the morning, seven cadets
in the university's 35(1-member Reserve
Officers Training Corps program were
commissioned second lieutenants in the
U. S. Army in a Stewart Stadium
ceremony attended by family and
friends.
The new officers are: Edwin L.
Courtney, Madisonville; Steven H.
David, Columbus, Ind.; David C.
Thomas, Covington, Tenn.; Bernard E.
Wilson, Louisville; Randy M. Wright,
Murray; Ronald D. Reagan, Paris,
Tenn.; and Jerome L. Wilford, Cadiz
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Partly cloudy tonight. Lows in
the mid 50s. Partly sunny and
mild Tuesday. Highs in the mid
70s.
The extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday calls
for mostly sunny days and clear
nights Wednesday and Thursday,
with a chance of rain Friday
Highs will be in the 70s on
Wednesday and Thursday and in
the 80s on Friday. Lows will be in
the 40s and 50s.
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Managing Editor
Bids on the renovation of Wrather
Hall on the Murray State University
campus should be let within a month,
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, MSU
president told the board of regents
Saturday.
"We have been informed that the
final architect's review has been
completed and . . . barring something
unforeseen we envision having the
renovation project underway this
summer," Curris said Saturday during
the board's meeting.
On anothet campus construction
project — the $8.2 million University
Center— Curris said he had received a
letter from the Division of Finance in
Frankfort about which he was "con-
cerned greatly."
The letter, Curris told the board, was
a notification that the $500,000 which
was to be used for equipping and fur-
nishing the now-under-construction
center is "not available."
Curris said that he hoped the letter
was a bureaucratic error and had asked
for clarification of the matter from
Frankfort. The building is scheduled to
open in May of 1980 and the furnishings
and equipment need to be order im-
mediately so they will arrive by that
time, Curris told the board.
Curris said today that the. $500,003
was included in the total project scope
approved by the state prior to ground-
breaking on the university center early
in the spring of 1978.
Dr. Richard Gray, vice president for
administrative services at MSU, said
today that the cancellation of the
funding "could be very serious" if it
cannot be reinstated.
"The state suggested (in the letter)
that we might want to try obtaining the
funding through bonding or from the
next session of the legislature," Gray
said. "We are not in the bonding
holiness right now and to not have time
;.o await ti..'1960) legislative session,"




An open meeting of the Murray
Human Rights Commission will be held
Wednesday, May 16, at 5:30 p.m. at the
Murray City Hall.
"The Public Housing Situation In
Murray" will be discussed at the open
meeting by L. D. Miller, manager of the
Murray Public Housing Association;
Laken Cosby, Louisville Human Rights
Commission; Charles Stigger, HUD;
and Maurice Sweeney, state district
representative of Human Rights
Commission.
The public is invited to attend, a
commission spokesman said.
Regents Told Of MSU Center Fund Cut
Wrather Hall Project
About To Get Underway
Wrather Hall Project
Total cost of the Wrather Hall
renovation has been estimated at just
over $1 million. The building, formerly
known as the Old Normal School
Building, was built in 1924, the first
building on the MSU campus, with
$117,000' contributed by Calloway
Countians in 1922.
The university is contributing about
$225,000 to the project, another $25,000
was raised through a "Jesse Stuart"
fund drive and from local contributions
and Gov. J,ulian Carroll has committed
$250,000 in matching funds to the
project. The remainder of the money
needed for the project is to come from
state funds.
A steering committee co-chaired by
- A. W. Simmons, Jr., and Walter L.
Apperson has spearheaded the drive to
establish the museum in the historical
building on the MSU campus.
Also Saturday, the regents named
two new departmental chairman.
Department Heads Named
Dr. Joseph Cartwright, an associate
professor in the Department of History
See BOARD
Page 14, Column 5
Awards Presented At
CCHS Band Banquet
David A. Wells, director of the
Murray State University Racer Band,
was the guest speaker at the Calloway
county High School Band Banquet held
Saturday at the Sirloin Stockade.
Awards were presented by the Band
Council and band director Cecil Glas
Most outstanding band member
award was given to Angela Manning,
and named as most valuable band
member was Dale Sheridan.
• "All-American- Hall of Fame Band
awards went to Judy French and
Denise Rutherford.
Also honored were Quad State band
members Tad Dowdy, Angela Man-
ning, Liz Wojcik, Jana Hopkins, Judy
French and Charissa Glass.
Drum majorette Jackie Miller was
presented an award for the work she
has done with the band. Seiner awards
were presented to Rose Ross, Pam
Sills, Jana Hopkins, Mimi Winchester,
Patti Robinson, Marion Adams and
Sharon Adams.
Members of the solo and ensembles
who received superior ratings in
competition were Judy French, Jana
Hopkins, Jackie Miller, Angela Man-
ning, Devry Rogers, Susan Anderson,
Sheila Irvin, Denise Rutherford,
Charissa Glass, Tammy Frankhouser,
Mike Wilson, Lynn Eldredge, Mark
Jackson, Billie Bazzell, Dgle Sheridan,
Liz Wojcik, Phil Orr, Tad Dowdy,
Johnny Garner, Keven Hopkins, John
Bickerson, Mike Bell and Harold Pit-
man.
Michael Cohen, was the winner in the
drawing for the Honda which was
provided by Overby Honda.,
itakeiditi
All. AMERICAN BAND AWARDS — Denise Rutherford, middle, and Judy
French, right, were presented the All-American Hall of Fame Band member
awards at the Calloway County High School band banquet Saturday night.
Presenting the awards as band director Cecil Glass. The award is made an-
nually by Purdue University in Lafayette, Ind., in order to recognize superior
and outstanding musicianship and service by student musicians in high
school bands throughout the United States. Rutherford plays the
saxophone, while French's instrument is the flute. Photo by PA. Watson
Local Gas Dealers Say Crunch
May Be Felt Here Memorial Day
A gasoline hunt that spread from the
Pacific to the Potomac over the
weekend brought new demands today
for governmental action at the state
and national levels.
In California, where the longest lines
yet formed at the few gasoline stations
that were open, Gov. Edmund Brown
Jr. asked the State Energy Commission
to draft emergency regulations
requiring at least half of the stations
affected by the odd-even rationing plan
to remain open on the weekends.
Locally, the situation has been much
the same. Mike Baker, Kentucky Lake
Oil Co. that distributes Shell gasoline,
said that his company has been greatly
affected. He stated that his month1;------ "The customer should not blame the
allocation, based on the amount of gas dealer. We are allocated by the federal
sold during the same month last year, government and by the company,"
for May was cut to 8Opercent from May Baker said.
1978.
Baker added that some stations have
shortened hours, depending on its
locations. He said some stations have
placed a $10 limit on customers. Some
station's have increased sales eight to 10
percent while a few are up 20 percent,
Baker added.
The Memorial Day weekend could
present a few problems, according to
Baker. He said that gas could be scarce
hy the end of the month but the stations
''don't want to under sell or over sell"
during the month.
Dick Orr, of Standard Oil Co., stated
that his May allocation was also cut to
80 percent.
He said that stations have not had to
cut hours yet. He added that Memorial
Day could present problems since it
comes at the end of the month and the
monthly gas allcations come at the first
of the month.
Orr also stated that there have not
been complaints from customers,
except for higher prices.
See GASOLINE
l'age 14, Column 6
Lassiter Rules Council Election To Be One Ward
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Managing Editor
The 18 persons entered in the ran' for
Murray Common Council nominations
in the May 29 Democratic Primary will
run at-large throughout the city ac-
cording to a declaratory judgment
handed down by' Calloway Colinty
Circuit Court Judge James M. Lassiter
today.
The judgment is the result of a
dilemma that cropped up when it was
discovered that a resolution adopted in
1956 splitting the city into two wards for
purposes of council elections had not
been properly adopted.
The petition asking for the judgment
was filed jointly today by the city as
petitioner and the Calloway County
Board of Elections as respondents.
lassiter's judgment said, in part:
"That the resolution of the common
council of the city of Murray dated June
5, 1956 was insufficient to divide the
City of Murray into wards since such a
division was required to be done by
ordinance and, as such, the resolutiorf is
a nullity insofar as it attempts to divide
the city into wards.
"That there is no evidence submitted
to show that the City of Murray at any
other time took the necessary action to
divide itself into multiple wards- and,
therefore, it is, and remains, a city of
one ward with boundaries coextensive
with the city limits.
-"That the respondent board of
election commission is heart)), in-
structed to conduct its election tn ac-
cordance with this judgment."
County Clerk Marvin Harris. a
member of the election commission,
said today that the change in voting
procedure would involve a resetti4 of
the voting machines and altering the
ballots in the city precincts.
"We can correct the voting machines
where voters can select up to 12 can-
didates from the full field of 18," Harris
said. "The ballots, which have already
been printed directing voters to vote for
six in each ward will have to be altered
to indicate voters should vote for 12
candidates with no reference to warl-
s.
Other members of the election
commission include Wayne F1'ora. II
M. Scarbrough and Sheriff Max Morris
The two-ward set-up has been used
for council elections for the past 2-1
years since the city was reclassified
from fourth class to third class status.
The change in status also changed the
make-up of the council from six to 12
members. The top six vote-getters in
Ward A ( north of Main Street) and the
top six vote-getters in Ward B (south of
Main Street ) have won the nominations
since 1956.
Under the one-ward set-up, the top 12
vote-getters city-wide will receive the
nominations.
The situation developed when city
attorney Bill Phillips was requested to
clarify the status of a candidate who
allegedly had moved from Ward B to
Ward A and back to Ward B within the
past year. State statutes stipulate that
council candidate must be a resident of
the city for two years and a resident of
the ward for one year before being
qualified for election.
Phillips' first assessment of the 1956
resolution was that it limited ward
boundaries to what were at the time the
city Urines of Murray — boundaries
which had never been changed as other
areas were annexed into the city.
It was liater determined that the
resolution itself had never been legally
adopted meaning that the city
technically had always been one ward
Tether than two and . making the
question of boundaries moot.
"The dividing of a third class city into
wards has to be done by ordinance,"
Walter Herdrnan, deputy state attorney
general said in a telephone interview
with The Murray Ledger & Times. "It
can't be done by resolution unless the
resolution is adopted in the form of an
ordinance approval on two readings on
separate days)."
Herciman said he does not believe
current or past council actions will be
affected by the apparent invalidity of
the two-ward set-pp.
The (current and past members ef
the council ) have been serving under
'color of title'," Herdrnan said, ex-
plaining that previous actions would
likely glae upheld under. this doctrine
which is accepted in the eyes of the law
Candidates for council, in the
Democratic larimary are Loyd Arnold,
William Bailey, Billy Balentine, Lee
Bolen, William F. Furches-. Dick
George. Ruby Hale, Susan Jackson,
See ('01 N( •
Page 14, Column 7
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Community Calendar Events
Monday, May 14
Murray City Bands will
present an "Evening of
Music" at 5-.30 p.m. at the Ty
Holland Stadium. Graduating
seniors will be honored.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Dorothy Moore Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
Women will meet at the home
of Betty Robertson for a
potluck and worktime.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-1792 or 753-
9261.
•
Rob Pennington, Ph.D. will
__present an inroductory
preview of Inner Light Con-
sciousness, a guided ex-
- perience ifl spiritual evolution,
at 7:30 p.m. For information
call 753-8842.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church. This is for all single
adults over 18 years of-age-.
Mattie Belle Hayes Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church will meet at the
church at 7 p.m.
Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with program by Jean
McClure and Debbie Williams
of Shirley Florist. ,
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre Board of
Directors is scheduled to meet
at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library.
Tuesday, May 15
Senior Adult Fellowship of
r First Baptist Church will have
potlack luncheon at 12 noon
at the Fellowship Hall. The
Rev. G. T. Moody will show
slides on his Guatemalan trip
later.
Ladies of the Immanuel
Lutheran Church will have a
salad luncheon at the church
at 11:30 a.m. with Emma Sue
Hutson as the guest speaker.
. Murray Optimist Club will
meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston
Tea Party.
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Center at
10 a.m.
Tills Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities - by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929.
Hazel Community Centel
will open at 11 a.m, for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens with lunch at 11:45
a.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club • -
house.
Murray TOPS Club is '
scheduled to meet at the
Health Center at 7 p.m.
Kirksey Ball Club will have
Monday, May 14 —iryouts for boys for baseball
Martin's Chapel I United and for girls for softball at 6
Methodist Men will meet at P.m. at the ball field. Persons
the church at 7 p.m. may sign up at this time.
Tuesday, May 15
Willing Workers Class of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
is scheduled to meet at 7:30
p.m. at the home of Linda
Roach.
Dedication oT new tennis
center at Kenlake State
Resort Park, Aurora,'- will be
at 2 p.m.
Joint meeting of the
Calloway County and the
Murray Independent School
Boards of Education will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at the Holiday
Inn, Murray, Educational
issues 'With candidates for
nomination for First District





J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet at the
home of Mrs. James W.
Hammack, 801 Minerva
Place, at 1:30 p.m. New of-
ficers will be elected.
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club Will meet at the home of
Gusta Conner at 1:30 p.m.
Ladies events at Oaks
Country Club will include
bridge and-golf at 9:30 a.m.
and luncheon at 12 noon with
Oneida White• and Linda
Cooper as co-chairmen of the
hostesses.
-Ladies day golf will be at
Murray Country Club with
Toni Hopson as golf hostess.
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Janelle Doyle Group of First
Baptist Church will meet at
the church parlor at-9:30 a.m.
First United Methodist
Church Men will meet at 6:30
p.m. at the church.
Murray Shrine Club
business meeting will be at 7
p.m. at the Murray Lodge
Hall.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 11 a.m. for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens. Lunch will be served
at 11:45 a.m.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at 1:30 p.m. at Corvette
Lanes.
Healt harwise
Its Mar) Lou 10:11 A.M. Here comes a
A Stomach Talks bottle of soft drink, ice cold ofRack! .
8:00 A.M. Another hot da..! course. I will spend the next
I wonder what he will eat hour trying to warm up again.
today? He overslept again and 12:00 Noon. Lunch time. He
is in a Big. hurry again. Tooonly had time for a sweet roil
and a cup of coffee for breaS- many appointments. He can't
fast. Now we are driving to decide whether to eat two
the office and the traffic hamburgers or a large pizza!
soterrible! I wonder if he knov.s Oh my! he says he s
that a low-nutrient breakfa,t 
hungry he will eat both the
tends to increase proneness 
hamburgers and the pizza!
accidents? 12:30 P.M. He ate lunch in. 
9:00 A.M. Arrived safely 
less than a half hour, so it is
the office. He had his secre-
tary make him another cup of
coffee. I'm still working oi
that half-chewed sweet ml.
SO far today I haven't been
given any food that will ai
him mentally and emotionally
for the committee meeting he
says is so important th.s
afternoon. He is always won-
dering why he feels so tired in
the middle of the morning,
He's Underfoot,
She's Overboard
By Abigail Van Buren
, 1979 Dy Cnocago Crahme N Needs Sod Inc
DEAR ABBY: My husband is 72 and retired, but he's mak
ing a career of making my life miserable. He to be quite
the man about town. l-iipent many lonely erreiid ngs wonder
ing where he was and when he'd come home.
Now, I can't get him out of the house. I actually have to
look for,things for him to do: "Go to the grocery store! Go to
to the drugstore! Go to the hardware store!"
I can hardly stand the sight of him! My stomach turn,
over when I hear his key in the door.
After he reads the morning paper, he follows me arounc
supervising the cooking and housekeeping.
If a lady friend of mine comes over for a cup .of tea, he
horns in and monopolizes the conversation.
Dear God, I am so sick of him, death would be a welcomt-
release! .
AGING IN INDIANA
DEAR AGING: Yours or his? The quality of a marriage i.
only as good as the materials used by the builders. The
iife" ig csr;ng sharing. pstionce, torgivortess end
understanding. One can't expect to spend his twilight year,
in a cathedral when he's accumulated only enough "lumber'
for &shack.
DEAR ABBY: I was invited to the home of a marriec
couple for dinner so I brought my: hostess a bottle of expert
siVe French wine.
She thanked me tor it. then promptly put it away. lost( aii
of serving my lovely wine with dinner, she serve,1
domestic wine. I thought that was tacky..sf was also
disappointed because, enjoying fine wines as I do. I had
looked forward to having some of the wine I Kid brought.
According to the rules of etiquette shouldr t my hostess
have served my wine'? -
sTAfl.N IS L N R
DEAR ISLANDER: No. And don't aesturie that because a
wine is expensive and French, it is superior to a less costly
domestic wine. It ain't necessarily so. say impartial wine
connoisseurs.
DEAR ABBY: I recently learned that iiur 22-year old son
in college is the father ofa child who was given away for
adoption last year. Our 'son did not confide in us. I found this
out quite by accident.
My husband and I have always looked forward to our first
grandchild and lam sick with grief to think that soot:: where
in this world I have a grandchild whom I will never know. I
haven't been able to bring myself to tell my husband. My
question: Do I have the right to keep thrs from him'? Its HIS
grandchild, too.
jjEttkwitic__Li iliANNY
DEAR GRANNY: No good can come from telling your
husband. Your grandchild is now somebody else's child and
grandchild as well. Be kind and silent. And don't dwell on it.
Regret is the cancer of life.
CONFIDENTIAL TO SOLLY IN THE WINDY CITY:
You've got a "gelt" complex. Don't assume that every
woman who shows an interest in you is after your
money — unless, of coolie, that's all you have to otter.
If you put off writing letters because you don't know what
to say, get Abby's booklet, -How to Write Letters for all
Occasions.- Send $I and a long, stamped 128 cents), self
addressed envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Bever!"
Hills, Calif. 90212.
• PIKES GOOD Tins
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half-dhewed. again. I was so
juggled about when he all but
ran back to the office that it
will take me twice as long to
do my work on this lunch.
1:30 P.M. He's getting
ready for the committee meet-
ing. I'm glad he stopped
smoking last month or this
would be the time for at least
two cigarettes. The consider-
able pressure he is under now
is making my job of digestion
much more difficult. No
wonder he has high blood
pressure!
3:00 P.M. The committee
meeting didn't go too well. He
couldn't concentrate on every-
thing that was being said.
Two more cups of coffee
arrived after he returned to
the office.
4:30 P.M. He had to leave
the office a little early because
of indigestion. The traffic is
had again add it took us an
extra 20 minutes to get home.
6:30 P.M. His wife believes
a way to a man's heart is
through his stomach. He had
fried potatoes, a large steak.
three vegetables, with lots of
butter added, a large salad
with too much salad dressing,
two more cups of coffee and a
large piece of pie. He says he
is so tired now that all he
wants to do is watch T.V.
10:30 He ate a dish of ice
cream along with popcorn and
pretzels while he watched
T.V. for several hours. No
exercise for another day.
12:00 M. He decided he'd
better gSo to bed although he
doesn't think he can get to
sleep because of his "Weak"
stomach.
1:00 A.M. I returned the ice
cream and popcorn along with
most of supper. He says he'll
make an appointment to see
the doctor soon. I hope he
does; I can't manage such a






HOSPITAL FAVORS—Donna Garland, right, representing
the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of the Woodmen of the Wort,
presented favors to Ethel Lassiter, nurse in the OB ward of
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, for all new mothers at
the hospital on Mother's Day, Sunday, May 13.
• Budget Goals
SOUTH HADLEY, Mass.
(AP) — If a brand-new stereo
system, a trip to Hawaii or
paying off the mortgage are
your goals, Elizabeth Brothers,
director of development at
Mount Holyoke College, offers a
few tips to help achieve those
or other objectives.
Miss Brothers, chief fund-rai-
ser at the women's college
since 1973, as developed a fi-
nancial-planning .outreach pro-
gram called "Mastering Your
Money," which she takes to
alumnae clubs and organ-
izations across the country.
Her advice to listeners from
all income levels: start a budg-
et.
"Think about your budget as
you would a business. In busi-
ness the objective is to make
profit. In a budget, the object is
to have some money left over
to invest," she says.
. "Make choices and set prior-
ities," Miss Brothers urges.
"Very few people can have ev-
erything they *ant, So decide
what's most important 'and
what you really want to assume
responsibility for."
She advises setting three
types of goals: short-term to
cover normal bills or purchases
within a one-year time span:
intermediate, which could cov-
er a new car or a dream vaca-
tion, within a five-year period;
the long range — paying off the
mortgage, saving for children's




CHICAGO ( AP — Marriages
of rich and of poor couples are
more likely to dissolve than
those of the middle class, re-
ports Gary S. Becker, a Univer-
sity of Chicago economist who
has been doing research on the
family for the past seven years
.Bicker, who conducts a
weekly workshop on the fanuly
and related subjects for stu-
dents and faculty members in
economics, says these couples
are most likely to remain mar-
ried:
Those who do not marry loo
young or too old — the mid-205
is a good age — who share the
same religion, who have chil-
dren, where the husband earns
a reasonably high salary —
$20,000440,000 — and where the-
wife does not work.
An average egg shell has 6,-
000-8,000 pores through which
odors can be absorbed.
MARY MORRIS of Murray Vigh School was recently in-
stalled as secretary of the !First District of the Future
Homemakers of America for 1979-80. Dana Mansfield, 1978-79
Region 1 President and als.ti from Murray High School,













You can take off those extra pounds. And by doing it.
improve your health as well as your looks.
Here are some tips for taking off pounds successfully
Set a reasonable goal. Just a pound or two a week-is
the best for loss and for maintaining a 'healthy diet.
Cut down on calories. Eat slowly-- you'll feel full on .
less. Exercise regularly to help burn up calories arid
tune body tissue-710in an exercise or weight __control
club for group support. 
_
By shedding extra pounds. you'll look better and
decrease your risk of serioykailments like diabetes
and heart diseasekitayireg.h&althy.is.the bect
kind of health care ---and the least expensive. •
You can help by taking care of yourself.
At Blue Cross and .Blue Shield and Delta
Dental of Kentucky. we're concerned about
rising health care costs. That's why we're
working with consumers. denttsts.. physicians
and hospitals to find ways to hold
Costs down.. •
Write us for information on enrolling in
quality health care prepayment plans. For ci.
free booklet on fitness (limit (Me) write c- CY
"Food & Fitness Booklet" at-the
following address: Blue Cross and Blue
Shield and Delta Dental of Kentucky. 9901.
Lien •Stmipn
We want you to stay healthy.


































Menus Listed For Week Of
Local Nutritiion Program
The menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly at the
Douglas Community Center
for this week, Monday through
Friday, have been released.
These are also the menus for
the "Meals On Wheels"
program here.
Any senior citizen desiring
to eat at the center, but who
doesnot have a ride, may call
753-8938 between 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. It is necessary for prsons
to call a day in advance for
reservations for the luncheon,
according to Wilma Wilson,
site manager.




salad with thousand island
dressing, hot roll, butter,
orange. and milk.
Tuesday-barbecue turkey,
baked beans, cole slaw, hot




sprouts, hot roll, butter, sweet
potato pie, apple, and milk.
Thursday-salisbury steak,
stewed potatoes, turnip
greens, hot roll, butter,
banana pudding, banana, and
milk.
Friday-fish with tartar
sauce, baked beans, broccoli,
corn bread, butter, lemon
padding, peaches, and sank. .
Bridge, Golf, & Luncheon
Planned By Women At Oaks
Ladies events planned at the
Oaks Country Club on Wed-
nesday, May 16, include golf
and bridge at 9:30 a.m. and a
luncheon at 12 noon.
Oneida White, 492-8586, and
Linda Cooper, 753-5677, will be
co-chairffien for the luncheon.
Reservations should be made
by Tuesday noon by calling
either Mrs. White or Mrs.
Cooper.





Maxine Clark, Bobbie Lovett,
Jean Watkins, Shirley Dar-
nell, Jeannie Morgan, Mildred
Robertson, Mary Alice Smith,
Linda White, Mildred Dunn,
Mickey Burkeen, and Mrs. T.
Loyd Brown.
Bridge will be at 9:30 a.m.,
but the hostess was not an-
nounced.
Murrelle Walker will be golf
" 'hostess for Wednesday and
pairings will be made at the
tee at 9:30 a.m..
Doris Rose was golf hostess
for play on Wednesday, May 9.
Prices were presented to
Wanda Brown, medalist;
Mary Bogard, low putts; Polly
Seale, blind hole; Essie
Caldwell, poker hand;
Murrelle Walker, low hole;




NEW YORK ( AP) - A job
resume has only one purpose -
to get an interykew. You sell
yourself at that interview, ac-
cording to the new Sheer Ener-
gy Career Guide.
The guide offers this advice:
- Begin your rough draft by
listing all information relevant
to the job, including hobbies
and volunteer work.
-. Try your resume out on a
few critical friends.
- Avoid cliches • such as
"Health: Excellent."
- Your marital. status and
age can also be excluded.
Virtually everyone you know
is a "contact" when hunting
down a. job, the guide points
out. Neighbors, old school
friends, or your doctor - who
may hear of a job through an-
other patient - are all sources
of job leads. Always ask per-




And still searching for the grocery store 
and more
closet space'
It's my job to help you feel at home fast.
 As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply 
answers
to your new neighborhood questions an
d bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray 
have
called me. I hope you will. too._
Inge King 492-8348<









we serve it up with
plenty of fresh cole
slaw, golden fryes,
even crunchy hushpuppies. Our
new Seafood Platter is a feast of




We give you lots of reasons to love us.
+979 LON JoIr, Silv.f 3. Inc Ail rights reserved
GLongYohn SilverN,
SEAFOOD SHOPPES
711 So. 12th, 
Street
h-
TASTING LUNCHEON — Members of the Calloway County Ho
memakers Club serve
persons in the line at the annual tasting luncheon held by the county 
group on Thur-
sday, May 10, at the social hall of the first United Methodi
st Church. In the top photo,
Madaline Parker and Lottie Gibson, left, serve from the many dishes 
in the line to, left
to right, Mrs. Bill Wrather, Mrs. Jewell Lawson, and Mrs. 
Oacus Bedvvell. In the bottom
photo club members are shown in the kitchen checking the 
many dishes broughtin by 
the members for the tasting luncheon. They are, left to 
right, Ruby,Burchett, Brenda
Coop, Kay Gupton, Judy Stahler, general chairman, and 
Marcia Hendren. Only 200
tickets were sold for the event which included tastes of m
any different kinds of meats,
vegetables, salads, breads, and desserts. Recipes were also av
ailable from the mem-
bers for the dishes. The Calloway Homemakers org
anization has 20 clubs with 293
members. Joannetavitt is county president and Jean Cloar 





The WMU Of the Oak Grove
Baptist Church met at the
home of Clara Jean Paschall
on Tuesday, April 24, at 7 p.m.
for the monthly meeting and
Bible Study.
"Cooperative Program
Witness To The World" was
the theme of the lesson. The
Bible study was on "Witness
To Worldwide Church of God
Members."
Pauline Story opened the
meeting with prayer and
Delpha Taylor presided at the
business meeting. The call to
prayer was read with Hilda
Evitts leading in prayer for
missionaries having birthdays
on this date.
Others appearing on the
program were Jane Morton,
Youlenda Grooms, and Freda
Humphreys.
Refreshments were Set ved




Mrs. Robert Hendon opened
her home for the meeting of
the Suburban Homemakers
Club held Thursday. April 12,
with Mrs. Holmes Dunn
presiding.
"Kentucky Consumer
Protection Laws" was the
subject of the lesson presented
by Mrs. I,earon McGary.
The lesson on "Decorating
With Color" was given by Mrs.
Max Farley.
Mrs. Hendon presented the
devotional thoughts on the
subject, "Are You A Neigh-
bor."
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Rendon and Mrs.
McGary.
Others prOent were Mrs.
lxnith Rogers, Mrs. Jack
Wilson, Mrs. Harry Russell,
and Mrs. Clyde Miller.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, May 22, at the
home of Mrs. McGary.
The "plastic" in plastic sur-
gery comes from the Greek
meaning "to mold, to form."
Staff Photos b o Burkeen
Your Individual
Horoscope
  Frances Drake 
FOR TUESDA
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)4Y)
You're able to make im-
portant progress careervilse
through sound planning and
common sense, but watch out
for competitors who are likely
to be jealous.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20) 
tki-i"
Educational interests, --
.travel and publishing matters
are highly favored, but don't
neglect any of your immediate
work responsibilities.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Home improvement plans
gain a boost through others'
support. Be careful though not
to dissipate newly acquired
funds on frivolities.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 221 0
A perfect day to mend
fences. Share yur worries
with others and watch them
disappear. Later, you may
find that a family member
uses unfair tactics.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22J2
You're on the right track for
improving income potential,
but after initial gains, co-
workers may offer opposing
viewpoints.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 721 ..Y A
An excellent time for the
presentation of creative ideas.
Travel plans are favored too,
but avoid a confrontation re
finances.
LIBRA ft
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221
Negotiating credit should
cope easy now, especially in
Connection with home im-
provement plans. Still, a
family member may be
contrary.
S(AIRPIO 41-C,
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) i'ver
Be receptive to the ideas of
. others. No sense in reading
between the lines or second-




( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) - •
A suggestion of a matt or
dose ally has iiiiirid--imrking
potential. Stick to your
financial program despite
reservations of a friend
CAPRICORN 
I.,- V
( Dec. 22 to Jan, lei Vt)
Y, MAY 15, 1979
Communications with those
at a distance go well. Make











(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 )'(
A social gathering has its
ups and downs. Harmonious
relations with friends and
close ones are accented
despite one upsetting note.
YOU BORN TODAY are
both artistic and scientific. A
born moneymaker, you can
succeed in business, though
you'd feel more at home in the
professiona. Law, medicine,
teaching, and the ministry are
your natural milieu. You do
not like to take orders and do
better in an independent
position. Your artistic talents
attract you to music, writing,
the stage and design. Your
best success comes through
holding fast to your ideals.
Trust your intuition and have




Associated Press Food Editor
PLEASANT LUNCH
Beet Soup Rye Bread
Fresh Fruit and Cheese
BEET SOUP
As refreshing as springtime.
814-ounce can sliced beets,
undrained
12 cup sour cream
P4 cups buttermilk
1 chicken bouillon cube
dissolved in 1 2 cup
boiling water
I tablespoon light brown
sugar
1 2 of.a medium-size
cucumber, pared and
finely diced
2 small scallions, thinly
sliced
Salt to taste
Cut beef slices into thin strips
and reserve. Gradually whisk
beet_ liquid into._ spur_sreaffl_
then gradually whisks in but-
termilk and bouillon. Stir in
sumo-, reserved beets, cucum-
ber, scallion and salt. Cover
and chill. Serve very cold
Makes about 1 (mart
Losing a bit of weight
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - My
husband and I have decided
to lose a few pounds togeth-
er. The idea is fine with me
but my problem is I don't
really know what our calorie
intake should be to lose and
maintain a certain weight.
I usually go on a 1000-
calorie diet when I want to
lose some fat but I know the
calorie requirements are
different for men. My hus-
band is 39 years old and he is
5 feet 8 and wants to main-
tain 155 pounds. Right now
he is five or six pounds over
that.
I'm 38 years old, 5 feet 2, of
medium frame and weigh
125. I would like to maintain
115 pounds. We are both
active and play tennis to-
gether and plan to start
jogging again. I would ap-
preciate any information
you can give us.
DEAR READER - The
most important advice I can
give you is not to try to lose
the weight all at once. Since
you are both active, it would
be a simple matter to lose
the small amount of weight
you want to get rid of
through increased exercise.
It doesn't have to be strenu-
ous exercise either.
If you'll just stay on the
same diet and be very. care-
ful not to increase your calo-
rie intake, all you would
need to do is walk a mile-
and-a-half a day. That would
be approximately 90 calories
a day for your husband. If he
did this every day, within a
year's time he would have
eliminated the number of
calories in approximately 10
pounds of body fat.
Since you weigh a little
less and it requires fewer
calories for you to walk a
mile, you won't do as well
but the results will still be
very impressive. qa
Now that's the healthy
way to lose a small amount
of excess fat. It's so much
better for your body than
those wild fad diets that
people use for a crash
weight loss. Most of those
really tend to wreck people's
health. The only good thing
about them is that most
people don't stay on them.
Now if you want to sensi-
bly speed up your weight
loss a little bit, it wouldn't
hurt for you to drop off one
or two items in your diet that
you know contain some calo-
Lies that you could do with-
out. This might be sugar in
your coffee, if you drink
coffee, or some other swept
drink that you could do with-
out. It could be a simple
dessert or even a slice of
bread. I like for people to get
whole grain cereals, which
means whole wheat 'bread.
But if you are eating white
bread in particular, I don't
consider leaving off a slice
of that a day any great loss
to your nutritional intake.
am sending you The
Health Letter number 4-7,
Weight Losing Diet, that you
can use as a guide to have a
well-balanced low-calorie
diet. • Other readers who
want this issue can send 50
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it. Send your request to me
in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY
10019.
This is not the kind of diet
that I think you should stay
on for a long period of time.
In fact you can add to this
diet the foods that you might
need to make yourself feel a
little more satisfied with,the
food you're eating. It's all
right in your case because
you don't really need to lose
many pounds and if you'll
Just add the little. exercise
that I suggested each day,
your problem will solve
itself.
If e are pleased to an-
nounce that Sheree Kaye
Brandon., bride-elect of
Jerry Jones has selected
her pottery china.
crystal and flatware
from our complete bridal
registry.
Sheree and Jerry will
be married June .30,
Ag04-04ATOSkia ik405lt 
Floor Cloc < Sod
save10% to 25% on future family heirlooms.
(hnstanding values on majestic clocks from the
superh F than Allen collection. Choose from three
h.indsome styles for formal or informal settings. A
'rue investment in pleasure and beauty.
Each is masterfully crafted with exquisite s
Ethan Allen cabinetry, magnificent solid brass
fares ;kith raised numerals, moon phase dials.
melodious chimes. Big Ben hour strike, and the
fine. precision weight-driven movements. Sale
pra-Cs include set-up in your home. Save now!
A. The Wheaton. 72" tall. 17th century-inspired
cabinet of solid Oak and selected veneers. .
lkner selects Westminster. Whittington. or Si.
Michaels chimes. reg. 999.50 sale 849.50
B. The Chandler. 74" tall. Rustic cabinet of rich
dark brown solid Pine and selected veneers
Westminster chimes. reg. 849.50 sale 699.50
C The Bristol. 84" tall. Warm brown, elegant
cabinet of solid Cherry and selected vvneers.
Lever selects Westminster. Whittington. or St
Michaels chimes. reg 1.099.50 sale 899 50
Convenient Terms . . . Free Delivery . . .
I NITLD HOME Fl RNISHI,NGS
Cain
F44AN 14tiN -
1 14 North Third St. Paducah, Ky
Phone 442 2769 or 443 6257
OPEN FRIDAY
NIGHT 'til 8. ..
amommosimmi.
41,
i•s( nit slt HR A. Ks.. LEDGER & TIMES. Mondas Mas 14, 1979




NEW YORK (AP) — Compared to the
din of publicity generated by giant
corporations, little is heard from small
business. It has been making its point
though, perhaps more effectively than
in many years.
In the past year or so an advocate has
been named to the Small Business
Administration, hiS express job being to
present the small business position to
other segments of the Washigton
bureaucracy.
A White Huse Conference on Small
Business has been called for January
1980, and already the first of 57
meetings throughout the country have
taken place, the aim being to make
4overnment more responsive.
A congressional study last November
fairly well documented the claims by
small business that it was a national
resource being squeezed to death by big
business, big government, big unions.
Not that much-change has yet taken
place, but some spokesmen for small
business feel that at least they are
getting the story acroSs, which is more
than they'd been able to do for many
years.
What a story. In making proposals
earlier this year for a Department of
Small Enterprise, a group of regional
small business organizations told it
concisely.
The 14 million small enterprises, they
said, represent 97 per cent of the
country's businesses, employ more
than 50 million workers, and account
for 43 percent of total Gross National
Product.
Measured in jobs, they described
their importance this way: "One new
hiring by only half of the nation's small
enterprises would have eliminated the
6.9 million unemployment in 1977."
Not that they weren't hiring. They
were. But was big business, on which
government spends more time and
effort? "Of the 9.5 million job created
between 1969 and 1976, just 75,000, or
seven-tenths of 1 percent, were ac-
counted for by the Fortune One
Thousand," they said.
The dominance of other economic
sectors, particularly the big three — big
business, big government and big
unions — arose for understandable
reasons. They are organized.; they
possess know-how; they have funds.
And progress isn't swift for small
business. Spokesmen say that not only
must they sell their viewpoint, but they
must adjust laws and regulations
already on the books that unin-
tentionally penalize them.
By MARIA BRADEN1:(i111titimN• itli er Associated Press Writer
Absentee Ballots
Can Make Difference
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -4- In a year
when a slim margin could swing the
Democratic gubernatorial primary
election, absentee ballots will make a
big difference.
. If you're sick or infirm, in jail waiting
for trial, or will be out of the county on
election day May 29, you can apply to
your county court clerk for an absentee
ballot.
You must file your application no
later than May 22, seven days before
the election.
It's a simple procedure, but the rules
have been tightened since the last
gubernatorial election.
A 1978 state law says that ap-
plications for absentee ballots may be
made only by the voter or his or her
spouse. -That means a parent can't
obtain a ballot for a child who's away at
school or for a homebound relative.
A person obtaining an absentee ballot
for the use of anyone but himself or his
spouse — or supplying false in-
formation — is subject to a maximum
fine of $1,000 or a year in jail, or both.
Voters who will be out of the county
on Election Day or who are in jail on a
criminal charge but havO not: been
Convicted, may request a special ap-
plication form from the county clerk lty
mail, or in person, advising the clerk of
party affiliation. The applicant must
swear that he or she is a qualified voter
in a given precinct and meets the
residenc* requirement for voting in
that precinct
The applicant also must swear on the
application form that he or she "will be
absent" from the county on election
day. That differs from the old law
which permitted anyone who "ex-
pected" to be out of the county to apply
for an absentee ballot.
The application form must be
stamped by the county clerk.
If the clerk firicis that the voter is
properly registered, he will mail a
special ballot, two official envelopes for
returning the ballot and instructions for
voting.
Because of the number of candidates
running for governor and lieutenant
governor, this year's ballot is apt to be
fairly large.
The ballots must be returned to the
county clerks no later than 3 p.m.
Election Day.
6/ Registered voters who are too old,
infirm or ill to get to the polls may
obtain absentee ballots by supplying
Bible Thought
The lord will not suffer the soul
of the righteous to famish: but he
casteth away the Substance of the
wicked. Proverbs 10:3. .









the county clerk with a statement of
their condition and with a phrifeiares
statement corroborating the voter's
statement.
The doctor must advise the clerk
whether the condition is temporary —
applying-Only to the upcoming primary
— or is expected to be a continuing one.
If it is a continuing' condition,. the
clerk will keep the physician's
statement on file to eliminate the need
for further mediCal reports. The voter
can simply refer the clerk to the filed
statement when making future ap-
plications.
The statements must be filed with the







We want to start a group that will have
regular meetings and be of interest to
us, too. Do you have any suggestions'
— D.W.
Many groups have been organized
over the years in many different areas
of interest. We suggest you use your
imagination. Do you and your friends
like to read? You could possibly have a
reading and discussion group, swap
books, tell stories, etc.
A craft or hobby club may be of in-
terest. Use your talents to your ad-
vantage. Many merchants "would
welcome a senior citizens group that
sells homemade or handmade items.
There are also cooking clubs, drama
clubs, specific-field-of-study clubs,
volunteer activities, political in-
volvement — or anything-is/se you could
possibly think of.
Take your time in deciding, though,
and make sure youedecision is of in-
terest to all members of your group.
IR% s'• 4 • "-iii I iirmi
Primary Just
Two Weeks Away
FRANKFORT — In two more weeks
the political script will change. It will
be a Democrat versus Republican for
governor .after May 29.
In the final days the antf-
administration Democrats sharpening
their accusations of corruption and
unbridled spending in their quest to
beat Terry McBrayer who is being
supported by Gov. Julian Carroll. •
They're all for improving education,
helping the farmers, building better
feeder roads and reductions in waste in .,
state government. They also want more
industry to provide more jobs.
They are opposed to higher taxes,
using state funds for political cronies
and neglect of the average citizen.
This is to be expected. •
The most noticeable change in the
exchanges of political rhetoric in the
Democratic ranks is that Gov. Carroll
is not answering any of the charges
against his administration by
McBrayer opponents. He's just staying
mum. He wouldn't have time to do
anything else if he tried to answer all of
the criticisms. His press secretary tries
to answer some for the press without
elaborate explanations.
John Y. Brown Jr. charged last week
there is great waste in the personal
service contract system used by the
state. He said more than $140 million in
personal service contracts are in force.
He said much ofthis work could be done
"in house" and the money used more
efficiently elsewhere.
Carroll Hubbard charged the ad-
ministration has a hand in delaying the
calling of a special federal grand jury
involving several charges against state
government.
George Atkins makes 'similar
charges and Jim Vernon, a chandidate
for lieutenant governor, says he is
confident at least 10 persons will be
indicted if and when the grand jury
meets.
Harvey Sloane is using a more
.positive approach with his emphasis on
economy but better and more services
for the tax dollars.
Mrs. Stovall is relying on personal
contracts and her record in state
government and letting the other
candidates handle the cutting criticism
of the Carroll administration.
McBrayer depends on ins record and
talks for education and improvement in
the secondary road system He makes
no effort to defend the Carroll ad-
ministrittion, but is eager to accept the
benefits from it.
Whoever wins the primary is going to
face a tough battle in the fall for the
Republicans are cataloguing all the
criticisms and probably will remind the
voters of what the Democrats said
against one another in the primary.
One important thing the next ad-
ministration must put before the
legislature is a bill to correct the
horrendous workmen's compensation
laws that we now have. Laws that are
driving business out of the state and
stopping new industry from corning
here.
Hal Rogers, Republican candidate
for lieutenant governor says our
education dollars are flowing away to
other states because young Ken-
tuckians must.go.out cf state to get jobs.
He says he would like to spend his ef-
forts as lieutenant governor attracting
new industry, improvment of present
industry and creation of jobs to keep
our young people in Kentucky.
Kentucky's workmen's compensation
insurance rates are higher than all the
surrounding states. One of the big
causes for the high rates is the law and
schedule of payments for permenant
partial disability. •
For example, if a man loses one joint
of a finger on the job, he is paid for his
time off and medical bills. In addition,
he will draw a monthly payment for the
rest of his life although he returns to the
same job and makes the same Amount
of wages he made before the accident
Tie amount of unrest about all
government, from the national to the
local level is not measurable in this
primary, but we will get a measure of
the popularity of this administration
after the vote is counted.
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News and Sports I iept
after September 14, 1978, or in any other
period not included above is creditable
if you entered involuntarily. Also, if you
entered the armed forces during a war
period, any service you were required
to continue beyond the end of the war'
--period is creditable.
HEARTLINE: Can you tell me what
the changes In deductibles ,are. for
Medicare in 1979? — L.T.
For 1979, when you enter a hospital as
an inpatient under Medicare
hospitalization insurance Part "A,"
you must pay the first $160 this figure
was $144 in 1978 ) in charges. Medicare
will pay all further charges on covered
services for up to 60 days. From the 61st
to the 90th day of a hospital stay,
Medicare will pay all covered services,
except for $40 per day (636 per day ip
1978), which you must pay. Under your
60-day lifetime reserve, Medicare will
pay all charges for covered services,
except for $80 per day ($72 per day in
1978) which you must pay.
If you are admitted to a skilled
mirsing facility and meet Medicare
requirements for coverage, Medicare
will pay for all covered services in a
participating skilled nursing facility for
the first 20 days in each benefit period
and all but $20 per day ($18 per day in
19781 for the 21st through the 100th day a
in that same period.
The deductqe for Medicare medical
insurance Parr "B" remains at $60 per
year.
HEARTLINE. I am a widow 71 years
old. I live in a et.tirement complex






Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve prolikems - fast. U
you have a question or a problem not
answered In these ,columaes...writes
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive-a prompt reply,. but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The blast useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I started working for
the railroad on January 2, 1939, and
retired March 10, 1962. I was in the
service during Work) War II from
September 1940 through July 1944. Is
any of that time in the military service
creditab)e as railroad service under the
Radrold Act? — H.E.
In order for military service to be
creditable as railroad service under the
Railroad Retirement Act, you must
have entered the armed forces either
involuntarily or while-the United States
was at war or in a state of national
emergency. Also, you must have
worked in the railroad industry during
the same year you entered military
service or in the preceding year.
Starting with World War I, creditable
periods are:
April 6, 1917, through November 11.
1918: -
September 8, 1939. through June 14,
1948:
. December 16, 1950, through Sep-
tember 14, 1978.
Military service that began between
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NIGHT filDERS
- Few periods in Calloway County's .history can compare with
the fanatics associated with-the "Night Rider" years of 1907 through
1009. These three years did have the potential of tragic events pro-
vided a greater percentage of those citizens engaged in the growing of
dark fired tobacco had participated in the lawnessness of the roving
bands of Night Riders comparable to neighboring Marshall County,.
Trigg County to the east across Tennessee River and the three
neighboring eninifies of Trigg in the Pennyrile country—Christian,
Lyon and Caldwell counties. The potential dangers were ever-.
present. Fears 'entertained by virtually every family in the county
were without comparison.
The writer's first memories of life were indelibly imprinted
by the events *of the farmers* organization ,inasmuch as father was
secretary to the Planters Protective Association, excepting one year
in which' the lawless band of overzealous tobacco growers, unques-
tionably associated with the Association, ran amuck. Despite the
fact the events occurred in early childhood, they remain as vivid
today as if they had happened only yesterday. Thus, this bystander's
poMi of view is-among the last of the survivors of the era.
The Association was composed of about 20,000 farmers engaged
in the growing of dark-fired tobacco living in the general area of
Western Kentucky and northwestern Tennessee, concentrating to the
east in Christian County, to- the south to Springfield, Tenn., and
west to the Mississippi River in the Ballard County area. Head-
quarters for the Association were located at Guthrie, Ky., where
Felix C. Ewing, founder, presided as pcesident (hiring the entire
life of the union. Although the Association's scope . of influence
reached as far northeast as Ohio and Virginia, the national notoriety
of. the Night Riders was focussed here in the western part of this
state and  
the Tennessee.si Acc s of the Agsociarion has' been challenged
ltllo 
lthough 
by numerous writers as a total failure in its objective to imprdsre
the economic wellbeing of growers, this writer takes. the affirmative
position that the Association was of great benefit. It was one of the
'first farm growers unions within the United States and definitely








 University ers Board
of Regents, after a five hours' closed
l ear i) 
session today, deferred action on ths
question of Compulsory ROTC at the
university until a later unspecified
date.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Maud
Hughes, 80, Mrs. Zilpah Mae Caldwell,
86, and Porter Grardner, 61.
Donald E. Henry of Murray has
assumed the chairmanship of the First
Region of the Kentucky School Board
AssD°6atinale Guthrie, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ortis Guthrie, has been appointed
through the Bptist Home Mission Board
to serve as a summer missionary in
Arizona.
DebJones, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Aivis E. Jones, Kathy Lockhart,
daughter of Evelyn and Euel F.
Lockhart, and Debbie Steele,. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Steele, students
at Murray High School, will be
presented their State FHA degrees at
the state meeting of the Future
Homemakers of America to be held .at
Western State University, Bowling
Green, in June.
20 1 ears Ago
Permits for construction totaling
over $47,000 in the city of Murray
during the period of April 23 to May 8
have been issued to persons by City
Building Inspector I. H. Key.
Deaths reported' include Mrs.
Clarence Luther and Mrs. Florence
Adalee Hopkins, 80.
Ralph Oliver, senior member of the
Murray Training School Orchestra,
was presented with the Anon Award
given each year by the Murray Lions
Club for an outstanding studet in the
field of music. The award Was
presented by R. L. Cooper for the Lions
Club at the scrs Orchestra concert on
May 12.
Mac Fitts of Murray High School was
the winner of the Teenage Driving
Rodeo helsi at the Murray -City Park.
Seven schools were represented. Other
winners were Max Parker, second, and
Charles Robertson, third, both frorn
Murray Training School, Sandra
Bedwell, fourth, Kirksey High School,
and Rose Ann Farris, fifth, Murray
High School.
New officers of the Kirksey High
School Parent-Teacher Association are'
Jo Tidwell, president, Geneva Smith,
vice president, Ann Darnell, secretary,
and Thelma Johnson, treasurer.
30 1 ears- Ago
Dedication ceremonies for the
Baptist Student Center building on
North 15th Street,,,Murray, will be held
C.. Boone,' general.
secretary-treasurer of the Baptist State
Board of Missions in Kentucky, to
deliver the dedicatory sermon.
A portrait of the late Dr. Edward
Brent Houston was presented to the
Murray Hospital at the open house held
May 12. This will hang along with the
portrait of the late Dr. Will Mason at
the hospital.
Deaths reported include Joseph
Tune.
Dr. Max T. Carman, head of the
Departmefil of Mathematics at Murray
State College, will receive the honorary
professional degree of Doctor of
Pedagogy from East Illinois State
College; Charleston, fll, on June 6.
PFC. Ray Marine of Fort Custer,
Mich., has been the guest of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Marine.
To(la
In History).
By The Associated Press
Tetley is Monday, May 14, the 134th
day of 1979. There are 231 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history.
On this date in 1948, Britain ended its
rule in Palestine, and the independent
state of Israel was proclaimed.
On this date:
In 1643, Louis XIV became King of
France.
In 1787, a convention met in
Philadelphia to draw .up the U.S.
Constitution.
In 1804, Meriwether Lewis and
William Clark set out from St.--Lonis.
Missouri, on their exploratory ex-
pedition to the Pacific Coast.
In 1940, Geman bombers razed much
of the Dutch port city of Rotterdam in
World War II.
In 1965, a section of land at Run-
nymede in England — where the idea of
constitutional government took root -
was dedicated in memory_ of the late
President John Kennedy.
In 1972, the island of Okinawa was
returned to Japan after 27 years of
American rule:
Ten years ago: Malaysia's Prime
Minister Abdul Rahman suspended the
nation's constitution as more than 100
people were killed in race rioting.
Five years ago: Queen Elizabeth of
England nominated Dr. Donald Coggin
to succeed the retiring Michael Ramsey
as Archbishop of Canterbury.
One year ago: Egypt's President
Anwar Sadat called a national
referendum to seek a vote of confidence
on his domestic policies.
Today's bietttday: Opera singer
Patrice Munsel Is 54.
Thought for today: • There no
education like adversity. — Benjamin
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Expert Experience
Murray High catcher John Denham wasn't too happy after hitting the dirt to avoid a
 close pitch during the Sixth District
baseball tournament last week, but he helped the Tigers to the title. Murray received
 a bye in yesterday's Second Region
Tournament drawing and will play Tuesday's Hopkinswille-Lyon County winner Wednesday at 5
 p.m. at Reagan Field. In
the other opening-round game Tuesday, Trigg County faces Marshall County. Caldw
ell County plays the winner of that
match up prior to the Murray High game Wednesday. The finals are set for Thursday at 4:30
 p.m. Staff Pfioto by Tony Wilson
SuperSonics Push Series To 7
Games; Bullets Are Still Alive
By the Ass‘iated-Press
' PHOENIX, Ariz. — When
Jack Sikma plays well, the
Seattle SuperSonics fare well,
says teammate Fred Brown.
Sikma was in the midst of
his worst shooting slump of
the season and the
SuperSonics _ _had ' dropped
three .straiiht „ganigs_ to the
Phoenix. Suns and faced a do-
or-die situation in Sunday's'
Game 6.
The 6-foot-11 center, who
had hit only 25 percent of his
shots in the four previous
games against the Suns, broke
loose for 21 points Sunday,
hitting seven of 11 attempts
from the field and going seven
for eight at the free throw Erie.
At the same time, Seattle
came u with 54 percent
shooti from' the field,
walloping the Suns, 4327, and
picking up a 106-105 victory
be re a sellout crowd of 12,660
a Veterans Memorial
obseum.




at 3-3 and sends the two teams
back to Seattle's Kingdome
for the finale Thursday night.
In Landover, Md., yester-
day, Kevin Grevey scored 23
points as the _Washington
Bullets defeated the San
Antonio Spurs 107-103 to seond
the Eastern Conference
championshipieries to a sixth
game,
"We *ere going right at
th ," said Brown, who had
1 points. "We wanted to take
game right to them, and
that's what we did."
Sikma said he did
everything-Fe—Coi—iTtto break
out of the slump, ' but nothing
worked. "So, I _had nothing to
lose, so why not play hard?"
Guard Dennis Johnson, who
led Seattle with 23 points,
explaineed that the
SuperSonics, although they
had dropped three games to
Phoenix, including a 99-93
decision in Seattle on Friday,
were Confident they could win.
Lennie Wilkens, Seattle's
coach, called it "one helluva
ball game."
Wilkens remarked that
rebounding was a key, adding
"we went to the boards better
and got the ball out."
Suns Coach John MacLeod
agreed that Seattle reboun-
ding — especially on the of-
fensive boards — was the key.
"You can't c9n4stenly give
up a lot of offensive rebounds
and establish a running game.








Purchase prior to Pool Opening and
Save $5.00
Single Pass — $20.00
Family Pass — 45.00
Tom Henderson, the Bullets
other starting guaid, who
scored 16 and had nine assists,
said, "There will be a lot of
pressure on them. We want to
• bring it back here. We're
about ready for a win down,
there."
Game 6 will be played
Wednesday night in San
Antonio. If Game 7- is
necessary, it will be played..
here at the Capital Centre
Friday night.
Only -tviti- -Teams in the
history of the NBA playoffs
have come back from a 3-1
deficit to win three straight
and a series — the Boston
Celtics in 1968 and the Los
Angeles I Akers in 1970.
The NBA championship
series will begin-- Subday
between the winners in the
East and the Phoenix-Seattle
series in the West.
Although Elvin Hayes
scored -24 points and 72
rebounds to lead the Bullets
statistically, Washington
Coach Dick Motta said it was
the play of the guards, Grevey
and Henderson, that keyed the
victory. He said the guards
were able to drive ihe-middle
while containing the Spurs'
guards, George Gervin and
James Silas.
"Probably -the most
discouraging aspect of the
series is that they (the
Bullets) can get . that layup
anytime they want," said
Motta. If they the Spurs)
continue to double, We can get
the slice."
He meant that if the Spurs
continue to cover Hayes and
Bob Dandridge with two men,
as they have during the series,
the Bullets guards should be
Wierray Ledger & Times
Purcell Says Playing With The Pros
Built Confidence, Eagerness For Tour
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Mel Purcell won't commit himself,
but he will admit that his performance against world-class
players last weekend may speed up his decision to turn to the
professional tennis ranks.
-"I really built up my determination and eagerness, and ▪I'm
looking forward to that circuit," Purcell said by phone from
his dormitory on the University of Tennessee campus this
morning. "I'm just going to play it by ear."
Purcell, one of four amateurs invited to play in the Lionel
Pro-Am in Virginia Beach, Va., last week, upset Sandy
Mayer 5-7, 7-5, 6-2 in the first round before losing to yips
Gerulaitis 6-3, 6-2 Saturday.
Mayer is currently ranked No. 11 in the world, while
Gerulaitis has been listed as high as fourth in some polls.
"The court was in different shape against Gerulaitis," said
Purcell. "It was a lot faster. ..and he plays a different game
than Mayer did.
"He kept the pressure on me the whole time, and he was
making me play defensively even while I was serving,"
Purcell said. "They I began to try to win the points too fast
and hit some bad shots."
Against Mayer, though, Purcell had no such problems. He
found himself up 5-2 in the third set after saving four match
points in the second set.
"I was down 4-5, 15-40 in the second set on my serve, but I
didn't ease up," he said. "I hit a couple of winners, got it to S-
all and won a 12-point tiebreaker. Suddenly it was 5-2 and I
had the match just about wrapped up."
Purcell was at a disadvantage, of sorts, to begin with. He
prefers a serve-and-volley game, but on the clay-court
surface, that style is near-impossible to execute on every
point.
Consequently,patience is as much a weapon on the surface
as his boomingforehand.
"I spoke to a lot of the players, and they said that I had the
..potential to play on the pro circuit," Purcell said. "The only
difference between them and me now, I think, is my lack of
experience."
Purcell also had the opportunity to play doubles with Die
Nastase, whose on-the-court temper tantrums have earird
the Rumanian thousands of dollars in fines .and several
suspensions.
"He was really a nice guy to play with," said Purcell. "He








-San--Antonio -Coach- taxig--Flerida--Stater-beaten in- its
- Moe said he was satisfied with own backyard by Metro
the way his team played.
"We shot poorly but we
played tough," he said. "You
can't expect to beat this team
every time. The key for us was
that the effort was there. Now
we just go home and try to
convert that effort into vic-
tory."
Moe also conceded,
-however, "We weren't active
defensively and they were
able to get layups on us. We
had-guys standing around and
that hurt us.'
It also hurt the Spurs that
Gervin, the NBA's top scorer
for the past two years who
sank 42 points Friday night,
got only 28 points, going
nearly 28 minutes at one point
without a field goal. He got 17
of his points in the foii-rth
period.
"They weren't falling but I
wasn't about to stop shooting
... that's my game," said
Gervin. "This ballgame is
behind us. We just have to be
ready to play Wednesday.''
Clippers Ink Walton, But
Hope The Price Isn't Free
By the Associated Press
SAN DIEGO — By luring
Bill Walton to his hometown,
the San Diego Clippers found
the dominant center they
coveted.
Now the question looms:
Will the price be Free — high-
scoring guard-Lloyd Free?
"1 don't think we'd be so
happy to give up Free." said
You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars & trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars &
trucks - We always hove the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll sell cheaper.




Iry Levin, Clippers' president
after announcing he had






Portland for the loss of thc h
foot-11 Walton, a three-tini,
All-America at UCLA %% 11,
turned the Trail Blazers Int..,
champions in three years
"Bill Walton is the n10;1
valuable player in the NB:\





Free was the NBA's ‘,




. ."I not only visualii,
championship here. I exp,t
it. Not just one, either.' sald
Walton, who said his seven-
year contract means • .1 will hi,








Ohio Valley Conference champion Murray State
plays Tulane in the NCAA South Regionals
Friday.
Conference foe Tulane, now
must hope for an NCAA at-
large bid to keep the baseball
season alive
• A depthless FSU pitching-
staff helped Tulane whip the
Seminoles twice over the
weekend, 10-6 and 5-2, to
capture the Metro title and
advance to the NCAA South
Regional which starts Friday.
Conference Commissioner
Larry Albus said the
Seminoles, 43-15-1 and-ranked
eighth in the nation, would be
recommended to the NCAA
selection committee.
FSU kept Tulane hurler Ken
Francingues on the ropes
Sunday, but the Seminoles
home run power was missing,
The Seminoles, who drilled a
Metro-record six home runs in
a victory over Memphis State
orrSaturday, had nothing but






















Purcell and Nastase defeated Mayer and Scott Davis,
another amateur, 8-2 in a late-night match, but the final
against Gerulaitis and Gene Scott, postponed because of
rain, was reset for Sept. 10.
Purcell's plans are to play in several tournaments this
summer, including the Louisville Country Club Invitational
May 31, where he is the defending champion. A victory there
Would earn him an automatic spot in the Louisville Tennis
Classic later this year.
Purcell will also play on the Advance Davis Cup _Team,
comprised of top college players,./iefore beginning another
yar at the University of Tennessee and setting his sights on
the NCAA singles crown.
"I just wanted to win that first match (against Mayer) and
get some exposure," Purcell said. "Now if I can keep playing'
'well -and with confidence, the pros shouldn't be-too fa i; -
away."
"Losing Hair?
Try This At No Risk"
HOUSTON, Texas—If
you don't suffer . from
male • pattern baldness,
you can now stop your
hair loss...and grow
more hair.
For years "they said it
couldn't be done". But now a
firm of laboratory consultants
has developed a treatment for
both men and women, that is
not only stopping hair
loss...but is really growing
hair!
They don't even ask you to
take their word for it. They
invite you to try the treatment
for 32 days, at their risk, and
seo.for yourself!
Naturally, they would not
offer this opportunity unless
the treatment Worked.
However, it is impossible to
help everyone.
The great majority of
cases of excessive hair
fall and baldness are the
'beginning and more
fully developed stages of
male pattern baldness
and cannot be helped.
But, if you are not already
slick bald, how can you be sure
what is actually causing your
hair loss? Even if baldness,
may seem to -run in the
family." it is certainly not proof
of the cause of YOUR hair loss.
Hair loss caused by sebum can
also run in your family, and
many other conditions can
cause hair loss. If you wait
until you are slick bald and
your hair roots are dead, you
are beyond help. So, if you still
have any hair on top of your
head, and would like to stop
your hair loss and grow more
hair...now is the time to •do
something about it before it's
late.
Loesch Laboratory Consult-
ants, Inc.. will supply you with
treatment for 32 days—at their
risk—if they believe the
treatment will help you. Just
send them the information




To: Loesch Laboratory Consultants, Inc.
Box 66001, 3311 West Main St.
Houston, Texas 77006
I am submitting 'the following information with the
understanding that it will be kept strictly confidential and that I
am under no obligation whatsoever. '
Does your forehead become oily or greasy? 
How soon after washing? 
Do you ,have cliindruff? pry or oily?
Does your scalp itch? When? 
qlOwimqz hasyrorr hair- beery thinning? -
Does hair pull out easily on top of head? 
What percentageOf hair remains on top of head?
Any thin areas? Where? 
Any slick bald areas? Where? 









Let's see...Mr. Kramer came in with some
friends from the office. They had a
very enjoyable meal.. and yes, there was
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Laker Girls Finish 2nd;
Tiger Girls Fourth In A
•
Mina Todd won the long
Jump and placed second in the
shot put to pace the Calloway
County girls to a second-place
_.finish in the First Region
:•,C1as AA track meet 4turday
:7at Roy Stewart Stadium.
ihe faker boys compiled
:.seven points to finish sixth in
the seven-team event.
- In Fort Campbell
l aturday, the Murray High
'girls placed fourth (14 points)
in the 11-team Class A meet,
while the Tiger boys 101 were
sixth in their division.
Both the first- and second-
place finishers in each event
advance to state competiton,
-,•-which- begins Friday_ in
,Lexington.
Todd, a Calloway County
a
Junior, won the long jump with
a leap of 15 feet, two inches.
Rose Ross finished second in
both the 110-yard low hurdles
and the mile run.
Other Laker girls placing
were Melissa Miller, second in
the 880 and fourth in the 110-
yard low hurdles; Jena Hoke,
third in the 100-yard dash and
fourth in the 220; Regina
Walker, second in the long
jump; and.Ellen Mahan, third
in the 440.
The mile relay team, con-
sisting, of Ross, Hoke, Miller
and Mahan, finished first;
while the 880 ,medley ream
team was second and the 440-
yard relay squad was_third.
Ron Childress paced the
Laker boys with a second in
the discus and a fourth in the
shot.
Stan Rushing finished third
in the 440, and Randy Dawson
was fourth in the 330-yard low
hurdles..
Class A at Fort Campbell
The Tiger girls were paced
by the relay teams, which
placed in each event. The 880-
medley and the 440-yard
squads were both second,
while the 880 and mile relay
teams were third.
Jaina Washer was the top
individual finisher, placing
second in the long jump. Betsy
Gore finished fourth in the 110-
yard high hurdles. •
David Stephenson won the
shot with a 46-feet, 11-inch
Dodging Curve Balls
throw and placed fourth in the
discus to lead the Tiger boys.
Steve Dunn was second bor
the discus, while the 880 relay
team finished fourth.
Class AA Gala
Paducah Tilghman, 57, Callowir!.
County, 41, Webster County. 22; thus.
County, 20; Mayfield, 13. Reidland. 2
Lonellilik, 2
Class AA Boys
Union County. 64 Paducah TillIhnlar
50 Mayfield, 19, Webster County, 13
Reidland 9 Calloway County, 7 Lon,
0.1 ,3
Class A Gala
Ft. Camptell, 71; Providence, 32, Fultor
City, 19, Murray, 14; Trtgg County, 10; St
Mary, 8. Crittenden County, 4, Ballard
Mernonal, 1, West Hopkus, 1
Class A Boys
Ft Campbell, 51 Trigg County. 36'1
Fulton City, 23, Providence, 15,1. Heath
14; Murray, 10 St Mary, 9 Crittenden"
County. 5, West Hopkins, 2 South
Hopkins, 2. Ballard Memortal, 1
Indian's Garland Grabs 1st Win In Over A Year
7 By the Associated Press_
Wayne Garland was a red
hot item in 1976.
But since signing a lucrative
_10-year contract with the
Cleveland Indians as one of
baseball's first big-money free
agents, the pitcher has had a
lot of curves come his way.
BASEBALL ROUNDUP
Part of his problems
stemmed from mental
,pressures attached to his
signing, and these were fur-
ther complicated by injury. So
a victory now and then sure
eases the pain. _
"It's been a long time; no
doubt about it," Garland said
after pitching the Cleveland
Indians to a 3-2 victory over
the Minnesota Twins Sunday.
"I'm very pleased, though.
When you only make one bad
pitch you have to be," added
Garland of the mistake he
made on Ken Landreaux's
solo home run in the fourth.
Garland allowed seven hits
before needing relief help in
'Fan Of The Year' Says
She's Enjoyed Them All
LaVerne Hardy, who was
presented the "Fan of the
Year" award by the Calloway
County High School Athletic
Booster Club during a banquet
Thursday night, says wat-
ching I-aker athletic events
has been a pleasure.
-I've been going to games
since 1965," Hardy said. "And
I've enjoyed every one of
them.-
Hunt Reaches Ky. Closed
Final, Loses To Huston
LEXINGTON - Murrayan Championships before losing
Eddie Hunt reached the finals to doubles partner Roger
Huston.
Hunt fell to Huston of
the-Kentucky State Indoor Owensboro6-3, 6-2 yesterday.
of the 35-and-over division of
East Calloway Student
Kelso 3rd In Road Race
EVANSVILLE, Ind, - John
Kelso, an East _ Calloway
Elementary sixth-grader, ran
a 49:05 to finish third in the 12-
under- division in a six-mile
road race here Saturday.
Other East students com-
peting were: Tony Lovett, Jeff
Garrison, Mike Garrison, Ja*






















the seventh and gained his
first victory' since April 25,
1978.
"The physical part is over
with," said Garland, who
underwent shoulder surgery
last May after six starts and a
2-3 record. "Now it's just
mental. I'm still trying to find
myself when I get runners on
base."
Elsewhere in the American
League, the New York
Yankees outscored the
California Angels 12-10; the
Boston Red Sox whipped the
Oakland A's 8-2; the Kansas
City Royals hammered the
Chicago White Sox 14-5; the
Detroit Tigers defeated the
Milwaukee Brewers 6-2 and
the Toronto Blue Jays beat the
Texas Rangers 3-1 in the first
game of a double-header befoe
losing the nightcap 7-5. The
SeattleBaltimore game was
postponed by rain.
In the National League,
Cincinnati beat Pittsburgh 7-3,
Philadelphia clobbered San
Sports Briefs
Francisco 12-3, Los Angeles
downed Montreal 8-2, Houston
shut out the Chicago Cubs 3-0,
St. Louis whipped Atlanta 7-3
and San Diego edged the New
York Mets 5-4 in 10 innings.
Garland, 14, allowed two
runs in 61-3 innings before
being replaced in the seventh
by Sid •Monge, who in turn
needed ninth-inning relief help
from Victor Cruz. Cruz gained
his second save of the season.
Yankees 12, Angels 10
Graig Nettles drove in five
runs with a homer and single
and made thtee great fielding
plays at third base, helping
New York beat California.
Nettles hit a three-run
homer in the first Inning, his
fifth of the season and his first
since April 22, off loser Chris
Knapp, 2-1. , Nettles added a
two-run single in the Yankees'
five-run eighth, which offset
seven runs by California in the
ninth, capped by Willie
Aikens' three-run homer.
Bs the Assorni e Prrr,
Watson Edges Rogers
DALLAS - Defending
champion Tom Watson bir-
died the first sudden-death
playoff hole to become the
first three-time winner of the
Byron Nelson Golf Classic and
wrested the $54,000 first place
prize from Bill Rogers.
Rogers hit the pin for a lap-
in birdie on the 18th hole to
send .the tournament into
sudden death with Watson,
whom he tied with a 275 total
over 72 holes. But he couldn't
duplicate the clutch putt after
he hit the pin again on the first
playoff hole.
Watson shot a par-70 on the
final round, but Rogers, who
fired a 4-under 66, made the
shot of the day on the par-4,
18th hole with a shot that hit
the pin on the,second bounce
and stopped two feet away.
Larry Nelson missed a 20-
foot 'birdie putt on the final
hole to finish all alone in third
with a final-round 69 for a 276
total.
ATLANTA - Canadian
Sandra Post sloshed over a
rain-soaked course with a 4-
under par 69 for a 210 total and
a 2-shot victory over Pat
Bradley in a $100,000 Ladies
Professional Golf Association
tournament.
Bradley, who shot a final
round of 70, was followed by a
trio of Pam Higgins, Clifford
Ann Creed and Dot Germain,
who tied for third place at 215.
Creed and Germain both had a
closing 73, while Higgins
finished with a 75.
ATTENTION
TRUCKERS!!!
CoIoniaLis in peed of owBef/operator or operation with drivers, due
to increase in business and additional authority.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn. We are now operating drive in as
well as refrigerated vans.
If you have a late model, 3 axle diesel, sleeper cab tractor and have a
driver at least 25 years of age with a minimum of 2 years over the road
expetience and a good background, then do yourself a favor and con-
tact Carl McBride (901) 784-4951 at Humbolt, Tn.
TENNIS
DUESELDORF, West
Germany - John Alexander
and Phil Dent blanked Jose
Luis Clerc and Richardo Cano
of Argentina in doubles to send
Australia into the finals
against Italy in the 250,000-
dollar Nations Cup Tennis
tournament.
Alexander and Dent routed
the Argentines, 6-0, 6-0, for a 2-
1 victory after the teams had
earlier split singles matches
in their semifinal encounter.
Italy completed a 3-0 romp
over _ the United States in the
other semifinal pairing as
Adriano Panatta and Paolo
Bertolucci whipped Stan
Smith and Arthur Ashe, 6-4,6-
4'
In the semis, Alexander
edged Clerc 4-6, 7-6, 7-5,
knotting the score at 1-1. Caro
had blitzed Tim Warwick, 6-1,
6-3, in the opener to give
Argentina a 1-0 lead.
Panatta registered a 6-3, 6-0
victory over Eddie Dibbs, and
Corrado Barazzutti trounced
Ashe, 6-2, 6-2, to give the
Italians an unbeatable 2-0 lead
after the singles.
ROME - Tracy Austin
defeated Sylvia Hanika of
West Germany 6-4, 1-6, 8-3 to
win the women's Italian Open
Austin reached the final ty.,
winning Saturday's semifinal
over top-seeded Chris Evert
Lloyd in a three-set match,
decided by a tiebteaker.
In the doubles final, Bett!,
Stove of the Netherlands iind
Wendy Turnbull of Australis
defeated Australians Evonne
Goole gong and Kerry Reid 6-3
6-4.
Kirksey Tryouts Set
The Kirksey Ball Club will
hold tryouts for baseball f(ir
boys and.softball for girls
Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the field
located behind the Kirksq
Urltted Methodist Church.
All boys and girls who will
be six years old by July 1 and
who will not be older than 17
by that date are eligible to
play in the various leagues
Applications will he
available the night of tryout.





st lows 17 14
Owego 14 14
Pittsburgh 12 17




Loa Angeles 18 18
San Francisco 16 111


















Pittsburgh 3, Cincinnati 2
San Francisco 4, Philadelptua 1
Houston 11-0. Chicago 3-2
St Louis 7. Atlanta 6
San Diego 2, New Yost I
Los Angeles 4, Montreal 3, 11 innings
Sunday's Games
Cincinnati 7, Pittsburgh 3
St Lows 7. Atlanta 3
Houston 3, ChellgO 0
Los Angeles 11, Montreal 2
San Diego 5, New York 1, 10 innings
Ptuladelphta 12, San Francisco 3
Mosday's Game
San Diego 'Rasmussen, 0-3 at Cmcue





Baltimore 22 11 667
Boston 21 11 656
Milwaukee 33 14 5113
New York 18 15 345
Detroit 12 15 .444
Cleveland 11 20 .365
Toronto 9 35 .216
WEST
Minnesota ri 9 .710
Ili/orris 19 15 .1118
Texas 14 14 .113
Kansas City II IS .545
C'hicago 15 17 .411
Oakland 12 22 .363


















Texas 3, Toronto 1
New York 6, California 5
Boston 8, Oakland 2
Milwaukee 3, Detroit 2
Minnesota 4, Cleveland 0
Baltimore 1. Seattle 2
Kansas City 5, Chicago 4
Sunday's Games
Detroit 6, Milwaukee 2
Toronto 3-5, Texas 1-7
0. Seaton 0, Oakland 2
• New York 12, California 10
Kansas City 14. Chicago 5
Cleveland 3, Minnesota 2
Seattle at Baltimore. ppd rain
Monday's Games
Baltimore , Palmer 4-21 it Boston Ren'
6o2.D. n
Toronto lUnderwood 0-4r at Cleveland
Waits 3-3), n
Detroit Wilcox 2-2 at New York Fig-
ueroas3.3 n
Texas Jenkins 4-1 ) at Minnesota
, E.rickson 0-31. n





BATTING , 75 at bats, Brock, 52 Louis,
312, Roar Philadelphia, 350, Crux,
Houston, 341 Winfield, San Diego. MI.
Foster Cuicumati, 336
RUNS Concepcion, Cincinnati, 30.
Pula, Houston, 27, Lopes, lwa Angeles, 27.
Winfield, Say. Diego. 25. Dawson, Mon-
treal. 24
RBI Foster, Cincinnati. V- Murphy,
Atlanta, 26. Schrrudt, Philadelphia, 25,
Crux, Houston, 30, Wmfield, San Diego, 25
HITS Wudieid, San Diego. 47, Con-
cepcion, Cmcinnab, Russell. Los
Angeles. 46, Griffey, Cincinnati, 44,
Garvey, Los Angeles, 44.
DOUBLES Parrish, Montreal. 12,
Hernandez, St Loon, 12, Cromartie,
Montreal, 11, Rate, St Lows, H. Morgan.
Cincinnati, 10. Gaffey, Cincinnati. 10
TRIPLES Scott, St Lows, 6, Winfield,
San Diego, 5, Concepcion, Cticuusiti. 4.
Lopes, Los Angeles, 4; 7 Tied With 3
HOME RUNS Schmidt, Pfuladelphia,
10. Murphy, Atlanta. 10. Kingman,
Chicago, 9, Dawson, Montreal, 94, Carter.
Montreal, II, Matthews. Atlanta. 8
STOLEN BASF:S Moreno, Pittsburgh.
18, Scett, St Lows, 11, Cabell, Houston,
11, Cruz, Houston. IC, Taveras, New York,
9; Concepcion, Cincinnati, 9, Morgan.
Cincinnati, 9, lopes. 1.4)3 Angeles, 9
PITCHING I 4 Decisions Ruthven,
Philadelphia, 6-0, i000, 1 97; lat'oas,
Cincinnati, 4-0, 1066, 2 95, Espinosa,
Ptuladelpiva, 5-1, .11.33, 1 25 Lee, Montreal,
4-1, 980,439; Reecr, Pfilladelphfire--trA119,-
0.42, Rogers. Montreai 3-1, 750, 339;
Bibby. Pittsr, -eh, 3 1 750, 321. Littell,
St Lows, 34, .750, 3 (10
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING 75 at bats, Smalley, Min-
nesota, .392. Kemp, Detroit. 191; Ban-
nister, Chicago, 370, Wdlong, Minnesota,
3511; Lemon, Chicago, .356
RUNS: Lynn, Boston, 30, Otis, Kansas
City, 30; Washington, aucago, 29; Rice,
Boston, 27, LeFlore. Detroit. 28. Smalley,
Minnesota, Xi.
RBI Baylor, California, 35; Lynn.
Boston, 31; Porter, Kansas City, 30;
Cooper, Milwaukee. 28; Lescano.
Milwaukee. 28
HITS. Smalley, Muinesota, 47. Remy,
Boston, 45, Lemon, Chicago, 44; Capper.
Milwaukee, 43; Carew, California. 48;
Baylor, California, 43.
DOUBLES Lemon. Chicago. 12,
Cooper, Milwaukee, 11; Downing,
California. 11, Bonds, Cleveland, 10;
Washington. Chicago, 10; McRae. Kansas
City, 10; Bell. Texas, 10 -
TRIPIES Lenore, Detroit, 3, Griffin,
,Torento,3: Lansford. California, 3: Miller,
California, 3, Bannister, Chicago, 3. Brett,
Kansas City, 3; Jones, Seattle, 3
HOME RUNS- Lynn. Boston, 13,
Thomas, -Milwaukee, 10, Singleton,
Baftunore, 9; Smalley, M11111011all, II; 6
Tied With 7
STOLEN BASS:  leFlore, I‘troit. 14;
Otis, Kansas City, 13, Crux, Seattle. 13;
Wills, Texas. 9; 5 Tied With
PITCHING f4 Decisions, John, New
York, 7-0, 1066. 078 Koonnan. Nen-
nesota, 6-0, 1 COO, 3 61, Rodriguez, Karfsat
City, 4-0, 1 000. 4.30. Kern, Texas, 4-0,
1.000, I 76; Marshall, Minnesota, 6-1. 157,
0 77, Torre. Roston. 4-1, .000, 4 (p.
Jenkins, Texas, 4-1. WO, 734. Flanagan,




NEW YORK YANKEES- Assigned Paul
%rubella pitcher. to Coagmbeg of Use
international league
National League
ATLANTA BRAVES Named John
Mullen general manager
ST LOUIS CARDINALS Recalled
Mike Ramsey, infielder, frost' Springfield
of the American Association
SAN FRANC1SC'0 GIANTS Stithed
Len Randle, infielder, to a tree agent
contract and assigned hun to the Phoenix
Giants of the Pacific Coast League
BASKETBALL
Nadi& Basketball Assaelatisa
SAN DIEGO CLIPPERS- Signed Bill
Walton, center, to a sevm-year contract
FOOTBALL
National Football League
DENVER BRONCOS Signed Steve
Watson and Toro Stephens wide
receivers Marti Hodge, tight end. James
Harrell and Jim Ryan, linebackers Rich
Tam, defensive tackle. Ed McDonald.
defensive end, and Handy Harrison,
safety, to free agent contracts -
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS- Signed James
F:inerson, guard, Rory Henning and
IescStanlonke r uickeey SamiNanzwide r:eiostvers,, 
fullback 





MINNESOTA NORTH STARS Signed
Glen Soninor, coach, to a multiyear
contract Signed Mw-ray Oliver, asastant
COLLEGE
ST NORBERT COLLEGE- Named
John Bud" Clay director of Physical
Education, Athletics and LifeWne Sports
UNIVERSITY OF COLORAIKS- Named
Mae Mitchell as assistant basketball
coach
NBA Playoffs
Best el Seves Series
Easieni tUalereace Finals
Game 1
San Antonio 111, Washington 97
Camel
Washington 115, San Antonio 95
Camel
San Antonio 116, Washington 111
Gagne 4
San Antonio Ill, Washington 102
s_ 'I Game
Washington 107, San Antonio 103
edseaday 's Game
Washington at San Antonio
Friday's Game
San Arttotuo at Washington. if netisseery
*esters Cmdereace Fasals
Camel
Seattle 1011, Phoenix 93
Game
Seattle 103, Phoenix 97
Game 2
Phoenix 113. Seattle 103
Gasses
Phoerux 100, Seattle 91
Game
Phoenix 99, Seattle 93
Ssuiday's Game
Seattle 106, Phoenix lE
Tbarsday's Game
Phoenix at Seattle, IBA, if necessary
/Mal Round
Best of Sere' Series
3kuiday's Came
Nesr-t---Thiort ngers 4, Montreal;
Tuesday's Game
New York Rangers at Montreal
Tbiu-sday's Game
Montreal at New York Rangers
Saturday's Game
Montreal at New York Rangers
Monday, May 21
New York Rangers at Montreal, if ne,
easary
Thursday, May 24



















A WIDE 'SELECTION OF:
• Housewares











We rent power routs and car po
cleaning equipment
Repair service for power tools
and small appliances, all malo,s
FREE PARKING
123 FIRST STREET N
Across from the
FaIrgrouhds •
OPEN 9 AM TO 9 PM
MON-AT
SERVING THE NORTH SIDE
SINCE 1909
555-1238
If you want to sell, get in Bell.
South Central Bell's-Yellow Pages
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OUTSTANDING AWARD'- Angela Manning recei
ved )
e Calloway County High School outstanding b
and
ember award at the Saturday night band banqu
et.
Presenting the award is band director Cecil Glass.
Photo by P A Watson
MOST VALUABLE AWARD - The most valuable band
member award in the Calloway County High Scho
ol Band -
was presented to Dale Sheridan by band director 
Cecil.
Glass. Sheridan received the award at the band ban
quet
Saturday night.
Photo by P. A. Watson'
i:4tk
Secretary Says State Is, Working
To Correct Foster Care Problems
ERANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) -
Human Resources Secretary
Peter Conn says that the state
is working to correct some of
the problems associated with
providing foster care for
children.
More than 3,000 children are
placed in foster homes in
Kentucky each year, and a
major problem with the
system is that some of the
children are being consigned
to the homes permanently.
Conn said they are, in effect,
forgotten by the system and
either left for long periods in
one home or bounced from
home to home for several
years.
MSU Workshop Theme
To Be Practical Uses Of
Papers In The Classroom
Practical uses for the
newspaper in the classroom
will be the theme of a
graduate workshop to be of-
fered at Murray State
University June 14-29.
Participants may earn three
semester hours of credit for
Elementary Education or
Secondary Education 650. Dr.
John Taylor, chairman of the
Department of Instruction and
Learning and workshop
director, said the course will
focus on uses for the
newspaper in kindergarten
through high school.
Classes will meet from 12:30
to 4:30 p.m. each week day
except Wednesdays.
Speakers from the area will
give presentations on their use
of the newspaper in their
individual classrooms. Al
Wilson, a - nationally-known
Newspaper in the Classroom
specialist, will also address
the workshop, which will be
limited to 40 participants.
Wilson, principal of
Emerson School in Granite
City, Ill., is widely knOwn for




lessons and visual materials
which can be utilized in their
individual classrooms in the
fall.. Sessions, will be con-




social studies, - consumer
economics, and values
clarification and on how the
newspaper can be used to
QUAD STATE BAND MEMBERS - Qua
d State band members from Calloway Cou
nty
High School who were recognized at the 
band banquet Saturday night are, left to right,
Tad Dowdy, Charissa Glass, Jana Hopki
ns, Angela Manning and Judy French. Not pic-
tured is Liaz Wojcik.
HMV
L. H (Dick) Frymire 
has
served the First Railr
oad
District for the past 
four







tinue in his efforts 
in the






Photo by P. A. Watson
HOBBY RUNNER
NEW YORK (API -- Bob
Glover, author of books on the
subject of running, suggests
that if you're a -hobby run-
ner" doing three to five miles
several times a week, you
should consider one longer
run.
"Throw in a run of six to 10
miles- once a week," he ad-
vises. "Go easy and follow it
with just two or three milma
day or two later. Alternating
long and short runs will build
strength and fitness."
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who lave not
received their home delivered
copy of This Manly ledger
Tares by 5:30 p.m Monday
Friday or by 3.30 pm on
Saturdays aro urged to cell
753-1916 botwit•• °JO p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday-Friday, or
3:30 p.m and I p.m. Satur
days, to insure delivery of the
newspaper Calls mast be
plated by I p a woolidays or
4 p.m. Saturdays to gvarantimi
delivery
improve classroom discipline.
The workshop will be co-
sponsored • by three-
newspapers - The (Mem-
phis) Commercial Appeal, the
Mayfield Messenger, and the
Murray Ledger and Times. All
sessions will be in Room 306 of
Mason Hall (Nursing
Building).
Anyone interested in par-
ticipating in the workshop
should contact Dr. Phil
Deaver, Center for Continuing
Education, Sparks Hall,
Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, telephone
(502) 762-2716.
A 1978 study by Kentucky
YoUth Advocates Inc. in-
dicated that 50 percent of the
children in foster care in
Kentucky had been in the
system for four years or more.
The study also projected that
242 children had been in foster
care for at least 10 years.
'These statistics are
especially significant when
one considers that there is





Advocates report also said
that among the most pressing
problems of the system are
inconsistent arrangements for
visitation between foster
children and their natural
parents, and a lack of follow-
up efforts by social workers in
reviewing cases.
Conn said Kentucky became
aware of the problems more
than a year ago' and has begun




system, being tested in
Lexington and scheduled to be
in full operation this summer,
will follow children through
the foster care system, Conn
said.
The new system requires
that cases be reviewed after
seven months and again after
10 months to deterrrune why
permanent arrangements
have not been made for the
child, Conn said.
After 18 months, the case is
reviewed by the commissioner
for social services.
The department also is
placing more emphasis on
working with natural parents
to help solve prolblems and on
allowing children to return to
their natural homes, said
Margaret Frederick, a foster
care specialist forithe Human
Resources Departiment.
"We're also moving more
rapidly to make permanent
plans for children in terms of
adoptive homes," she said.
Detailed contracts ...on
visitation schedules are being
drafted and signed by natural
parents, foster parents and
the department. Conferences
with the natural parents are
required within five days after
a child is placed in a foster
home and at least every 90
days thereafter for the next
six months.
As a result, Conn said, the
number of children in the
foster care program statewide
has dropped from about 3,800
to 3,391 in the past year.
AUTO SERVICE CENTER




Overlooking Beautiful Ky. Lake







1978 Grand Prix, silver in color, red deluxe
velour inside, power moon roof, special hone
y
comb wheels, deluxe bumper, rocker pane
l
chrome, body side molding, paint stripes V
8,
60/40 split bench power seats, power brake
s,
tilt wheel, cruise control, power window
s,
automatic temperature control, AM/FM
stereo and power antenna. Instrumentatio
n
group, light group, convenience group, digital
clock, illuminated visor mirror, power lock
s,
rear window defrost, dual remote reef-vie
w
mirrors, interval windshield wipy
rs, low











• Strong, resilient two-ply polyester
cord body
• Two fiberglass cord belts firm tread
contact, fight wear-producing squirm
• A. well-known leader among belted
tires, on Sale now!
95
A78-13 blackwall, plus $1.74
FET no trade needed
Sale Ends May 19th.
Size
r
Blackw•II Whitewall Plus SET ..
C78-14 $34.00 $38.00 • $2.01
D78-14 $36.00 $40.00 $2.05
E78-14 137.00 $41.00 $2.21
G78-14 $41.00 $45.00 $2.53
H78-14 $42.00 147.00 $2.76
G78-15 $41.00 $46.00 $2.59
H78-15 $44.00 $49.00 $2.82
L78-15 $48.00 $53.00 $3 11
NO TRADE NEEDED
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES... WHERE QUALITY AND CONF
IDENCE COST NO MORE
6-RIB POLYESTER
75 Power Streak 78• Smooth-nding polyester cord
body'










320 to 410 FET
depending on sae
No track needed
OTHER SIZES LOW PRICED TOO"
WHI.EEWALLS ONLY 03 00 MORE
Tracker AI
Tough enough to run in brutal off-road










9-15 B OWL" $60.95 $4 10
*0-! lett,z
Wrangler











31-1050-15 B AWL'' $66.95 $4.69
31-1150-15 B AWL''  $72.00 $499
33-1250-15 B AWL'' S77.00 $4 87
MAINTENANCE FREE!
POWER GARD 40 BATTERY
Maintenance-tree mea-,




Flub top-seal battery e , -
-$0410$1c checking.
against Improper site" "0
clean in service. resists 1,1'
bra1ion any OVerChirg ,-






Deep-dish, slotted one-piece aluminum
wheels. High gloss finish shines bright -
draws attention to your car!
(},Tome
lugs extra





rAer • Charge Account
Cs. an, z' ries. T corer rass *ci SC,
Our lye CuSrOrner Plar. • MaTterr
Dirge • VII • American Eszress Cab
• crie Siamc,r • Dine's Club • Cash
Lube & Oil Change
$588 ,de$ $0 to hve Quartsmaior brand 10/30 oillt111.1, estis ne•ded
HELPS PROTECT MOVING PARTS
• Chassis lubriolinn and ot,I change • In-
cludes light truk 1,5 • Please call for ap-
pointenent
Front-End Alignment





HELPS PROTECT TIRES AND VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
• Inspezdt and rotate all
four Maas • Set caster
camber, and toe-in to
proper alignment • In-
Spect suspension and
Steennq systems • Most






HELPS INSURE QUICK STARTS
• Electronic engine charging
and starting systems analysis •
Install new points plugs con-
s'4",,'7,'. denser rotor • Set dwell and
• trmrrig • Adjust carburetor • In-
ci ilguhdtetsruDcakts un Toyota VW and
Sp. 12th Strait
Store Monoger Robert 8. Rudolph, Jr.
Goodyear Service Store
tore Hours: II a.m. until 5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
753-0595
'au




To Ride Around In Style
MARTIN, Tenn. — Like
most college professors, Dr
Rodney M. Thomsen,
assistant professor at
agricultural economics at The
University of Tennessee at
Martin, likes to ride around in
style. However, he. doesn't
_ gaRol1s Royce, Mercedes,
or Lincoln ContinenraT-
:imousine. He rides a horse.
Dr. Thomsen's hobby is
riding, training, and showing
registered racking horses and
competing in the world
celebration each year.
The racking horse is the
world's greatest show horse,''
Dr. Thomsen says. "Besides
the conformation, or build, of
the horse, the gait is the main
standard of judging but at no
time do we sacrifice form for
speed."
The racking horse has three
gaits — the show walk, the
slow rack, and the fast rack.
In all three gaits, one hoof is
on the ground at all times,
accounting for the smooth,
comfortable, floating-on-air
sense of motion.
You won't see cowboys or
rodeo clowns on racking
horses, nor riders wearing
custy boots, jeans, or ten-
L;allon hats. Racking horse
94ers dress up-to be as
aristocratic, stylish, and
sophisticated as the horses
they ride.
"I always wear a black
tuxedo, velvet bow tie, blue
ruffle shirt, blue and white
boutonniere, narrow brim felt
hat, black spit-polished boots,
and silver spurs," Dr.
Tnomsen said. His horse
wears a matching outfit of
4 blue headband, breast belt,
and braided ribbons in the
mane.
Thomsen said horseback
riding generally is considered





We've Got the Shield
for You
Ronnie Ross S. Dewy Ross




get in trouble horsing around.
He met his wife, Rosiland, on
horseback. Where did they go
on their first date Horseback
riding, of course.
The Thornsens compete in
shows throughout the
Southeast. In 1978, they
travelled over 6,000 miles to
show off "The Rusty Nail," a
six-year old gelding, and
"Sun's Best Chance," a four-
year old mare. Competition
included the world celebration
at the Southeast Horse Center
at Decatur. Ala.
In many shows, Rosiland
competes and often places in
the ladies competition, "We
both ride for roses and blue
ribbons," Dr. Thomsen says,




reward and punishment in
training exercises to get
maximum performance from
the horse. -Every horse has a
different ability and poten-
tial," he said. We want to
develop it to the fullest."
Why does a professor who
earned a- • Ph. D. in the
philosophy of agriculture
economics at the age of 25
need to accomplish more?
"There are still worlds to
conquer," he said. "I needed a
new degree of competition and
challenge."
Drug Abuse, Tranquilizers
Serious Problems For Many




The term drug addict
doesn't usually bring to mind
someone taking a legally
prescribed medication. And
yet abuse of prescription
medication is a serious
problem for many. -
The biggest'prnh14>rn-is the
so-called minor transquilizer.
It's often prescribed to relieve
minor tensions. It's also
valuable in treating
alcoholism and epilepsy, as
well as painful muscle
spasms. But when taken in
combination with other drugs-
-especially alcohol-the result
can be deadly.





We'd love to see you in person every time you bank
with us. But you're busy. We know that. That's why
we,_ offer Bank-By-Mail. We'll provide you with
mailing envelopes and deposit slips. You mail them
in with your deposit. We'll send back the receipt.





symptoms are similar to those
from barbiturates:
trembling, psychosis and
exaggeration of reflexes. The
danger of dependency has
caused the Drug Enforcement
Administration to restrict
prescriptions for Valium,
Librium, and Miltown to six
months and ohly five refills.
Despite these controls, those
dependent on tranquilizers
-apparently have no great
difficulty in buying them.
Heavy use by employees in
business offices has caused
concern in industry. Overuse
of tranquilizers not only calms
employees' nerves, but might
dull their senses, interfering
with their ability to make
judgments.
Generally, more women
,than men, use minor
tranquilizers. One popular
explanation is that women go
to the doctor more often, are
more open about oiscussing
their feeling's and frustrations.
and report symptoms of
physical and emotiOnal
discomfort more often than
men.
Physicians often prescribe
these drugs for streses that
could be considered a part of
normal ' living. And drug





More research is needed,
but until then be sure to ask
your doctor about side effects




Dr. Wade L Kadel, director
of the Murray State Univer-
sity Veterinary and Research
Center at Hopkinsville,
recently took part in a four-
day training program on an
isolated island off the East
Coast in the preventive and
diagnostic procedures
necessary for dealing with
African Swine Fever IASFI, a
highly infectious viral disease
of swine. -- 
The island, located 15 miles
off the coast of Long Island, is
the only facility in the country
where experimental animals
are being challenged with the
ASF virus as extensive
research work in the disease is
being conducted.
Trainees from 10 states as
well as Jamaica and Equador,
received complete instruction
in the disease. At the end of
the four days, each par-
ticipant was provided with
sterile diagnostic reagents to
assist in its diagnosis.
Kadel views ASF as "the
most serious threat of the
century to the Kentucky swine
industry," adding that prior to
the Long Island training
program, personnel at the
Hopkinsville center were
"unprepared to meet the
threat."
"Acquisition of the training
and being ,provided with the
regents needed for its
diagnosis has prepared us
mentally and physically to
provide quickly accurate
diagnostic results," he said.
''It is hoped that Department
of Agriculture inspectors will
prevent ASF from entering
the U.S., but if this occurs, we
are prepared to diagnose an
outbreak should one occur in
our service region."
According to Kadel, the
disease has been diagnosed in
the Dominican Republic and




widespread occurrences of the
disease, he went on, adding
Broomsedge Common
Weed In Purchase Area
By DENNIS LAKNER
Broomsedge is a weed
common to pastures, road-
sides and fields in the pur-
chase area. Ii can do well in
soils low in nitrogen and acid
in nature. Control of
broomsedge can often be
achieved by improving the soil
and crowding it out with other
grasses.
Often brownish-red in color,
broomsedge is a grass which
grows up to three feet tall. In
poor soils the other grasses
can be shaded out by
broomsedge dur to its height
and the poor growing con-
ditions. This is why broom-
sedge is common in aban-
doned areas.
In pastures, broornsedge is
palatable .to cattle in its
earliest stages. • • Wh« ,
FARMERS!










We Will Be Closed
Sat. & Sun,
Until Aug. 15th





becomes quite unpalatable. It
is therefore best to control
broomsedge in pastures. *
Pasture improvement often
controls broomsedge. Liming
to a pH of 6.5-7.0 and the ad-
dition of nitrogen fertilizer
will aid- -desirable pasture
grasses in crowding out
broomsedge. lb many cases
the reseeding of pastures to
suitable grasses and legumes
will provide more desirable
forage.
Along roadsides and in
abandoned fields soil im-
provement often is not a
desired control measure.
Fescue roadsides would grow
much faster and would have to
bi Mowed more frequently.




that the disease poses a
serious threat to the American
swine industry, annual
revenue from which exceeds
$8 billion in the United States.
Three strains of the virus
are known to cause slightly
different forms of illness, he
said, and its differentiation





tests. Although hog cholera
has been eradicated from the
United States, salmonellosos
frequently is diagnosed on
Kentucky farms.
Kadel said a prompt, ac-
curate laboratory diagnosis is
required to bring about the
swift, quarantine,
depopulation procedures
necessary to prevent spread of
the disease. Currently, he
said, there is no vaccine to
prevent the disease.
The southeastern coastal
states are the most liable to
accidental introduction of the
virus, yet other states, in-
cluding Kentucky, he em-
phasized, have taken -steps to
prepare their laboratories to
quickly and accurately meet
the threat of the disease.
The 4rus is known to sur-
vive for six months in the bone
marrow of cured hams,
causing concern for the in-
troduction of the virUs
because of the resistance of
the virus along with private
marine traffic between the
Carribe_an Islands and U.S.
ports.
Kadel strongly urges swine
producers to seek prompt
ass'Istance from a local
veterinarian and the
diagnostic laboratory when a
high rate of sudden death
occur in swine.
FFA MEMBER OF THE MONTH-Meleah Paschall,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Paschall of Murray Route 4,
has been selected as FFA Member of the Month for April by
the Callossay County High School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America. Meleah was selected as a result of
winning first place in both the Chapter and Purchase Region
Horticulture Impromptu Speaking Coutest. She also was
selected as Star Horticulture I Student for the year and
received the Scholarship award from the Horticulture I
class. Meleah is a junior at ('('HS and will be serving as FFA
Chapter Treasurer for 1979-80.
Beef Industry Program
To Boost Herd Profits
A statewide -educational
program, just getting un-
derway for the beef cattle
industry, will put more profit
in the pockets of calf
producers and add dollars to
Kentucky's economy.
The program, spearheaded
by the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture
Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice, will help producers
profitably take advantage of
the unusually favorable
economic situation in ,the
cattle business by precon-
ditioning their calves before
selling this fall.
"Short-term feeding profits
averaged about $22 per calf in
ten on-farm preconditioning
demonstrations last year, and
the higher cattle market
points to better feeding
margins this year," says
Curtis Absher, Extension beef
cattle specialist.
Gross market value of
calves was increased about
$50 per head in the precon-
ditioning demonstrations,
indicating that Kentucky's
economy could get a multi-
million dollar boost from the
program. With the state's calf
crop of over a million head,
preconditioning has the
potential to add over $50
million to the $726 million of
rash receipts from sales of
cattle and calves realized in
Kentucky last year.
''We won't get all the calves
in the program, but if only 5
ASF immediately wilLb.e.,_percent are preconditioned it
reported to the —state can return producers $1.4
veterinarian's office and
appropriate USDA officials,
he said, adding that the USDA
has two veterinarians in
Kentucky who are trained to
cope with an outbreak of ASF.
Preparation of the
Hopkinsville laboratory staff
to meet such a threat should




African Swine Fever, he
pointed out, can take several
forms, making it virtually
impossible to specify clinical
signs at this point, but the
following symptoms could be
indicators of the disease;
Weakness, moving only
when provoked, fever of 105
degrees Fahrenheit, difficult
respiFation, bloody diarrhea,
continuing to eat even on the
day of death, high rate of
abortions, failure to resppnd
to antibiotic therapy, red ears
and limbs in white swine and




All Dark Tobacco Made
0. L. Cain, Jr., chairman of
the Calloway County MC
amrnittee, announced today
that a decision has been made
officials of ASCS-USDA to
:rieasure all 1979 crop dark
air-cured and dark fire-cured
tobacco acreage. With this
nange, farms found in excess
will be permitted to adjust
dispose of the excess) to be
within the allotment and
,digible for price support,
provided the request for
disposition of the excess is
timely filed, he said.
Cain said the county AS('S
'nice would be busy during
. the next few weeks recruiting
and training field personnel,
getting measurement
quipment in shape and
getting acreage reports
arranged -for assignment to
measurement personnel.
producers will be required
to file a report with the county
Astg office of acreage
planted and identify field
locations on the farm
photocopy.
Producer reporting
requirements and final details
ort these changes are being
worked out and will be
available at the county ASS
office in the near future Cain
said.
million above feed costs and




and county Extension agents
for agriculture have the
support of the Kentucky Beef
Cattle Associatio- n, Kentikky
Department of Agriculture
and Kentucky Veterinary
Medical Association in a
campaign urging producers to
precondition calves and
helping them do it profitably.
The livestock feed industry
and cattle market operators




for disease protection, wor-
ming, treating for lice and
grubs, castrating and
dehorning if not done before,
and then feeding the calves for
4 to 8 weeks before shipping
them to mykiet,.
The shrt-term feeding
profit is the producer's main
incentive for going to the
trouble and expense of
preconditioning. A lightweight
calf will gain 2 pounds or so a
day and make a pound of gain
on 5 to 7 pounds of feed costing
5 to 7 cents a pound, according
to Absher.
The specialist points out
that the calf producer also has
a good chance for realizing a
positive price margin by
improving the market grade
of ."tail-enders" and
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Paris Road - Mayfield
Now Has
Direct Hot-Line To Better
Serve Its Customers.
Dial Toll-Free. 753_1564
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High Gas Prices And Long Lines
Might Keep Americans At Home
By 1,0U ISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
High gasoline prices and
long lines at service stations
are expected to keep millions
of Americans close to home
this summer. But you don't
have to abandon the idea of a
visit to our National Park
System just because of the
energy crunch.
The words "national park"
usually bring to mind areas
like Yellowstone and
Yosemite in the West or the
Great Smoky Mountains in the
Southeast. But the National
Park •Service points out that
remote, wilderness lands are
only part of the picture.
There are 320 areas in the




memorials and historic houses
ideal for one-day trips from
home:
Use of the park system has
been growing steadily. In 1975,
there were 239 million visits.
Last year, there were 283
million — an increase of 18
percent. f The park service
counts visits rather than
actual people since it has no
was of measuring repeat
business.
Duncan Morrow, a park
service spokesman, says
families looking for a vacation
site that won't require long-
distance driving should write
state tourism offices. The
park service also has
suggestions. for specific
locations. Write to - the




To avoid crowds, ask about
lesser-known - - -areas. -Cum,—
berland Gap National
Historical Park, for example,
is less than 100 miles from the
better-known Great Smoky
Mountains, and offers some
equal attractions — including
a wilderness trail cut by
Daniel Boone•
Admission to many of the
parks and other areas is free;
entrance fees elsewhere range
up to $3 per person. Camping
and other service charges go
up to $4 per site.
If you plan several visits to
the park system in a single
season or if you have a large
family, think-about getting a
Golden Eagle passport. The
passport costs $10 and is good
for the entire calendar year in
which it is issued.
The Golden Eagle passport
admits the permit holder and
an accompanying carload of
people. At facilities where
entry is by means other than
private car, the passport is
good for the permit holder and
-his or her fatally- parents,
children and spouse.
You can get a Golden Eagle
passport at any park system
facility where admission is
charged or you can write to
the Public Inquiries section of
the National Park Service at
the address listed above.
REGIONAL BUSINESS WINNERS — Bryan Terhune, left, Murray, and Sarah Kirk, Ben-
ton, made up the Murray State University business team which recently won the S750
second prize in the Students in Free Enterprise regional competition in Nashville, Tenn.
Sponsored by the %rational Leadership Institute and -Eaton Corporation, the event
challenges college and university business students to develop programs for projec-
ting the positive side of the free enterprize system. Shown admiring their plaque is Dr.
Gary Brockway, right, their faculty advisor in the Department of Marketing and
- Business Administration. Terhune is the son of Mr.and MIS. Russell Terhune, 804 Olive
Street, Murray, and is a senior. A junior, Miss Kirk is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Golden Kirk, Route 5, Benton. Teams from 15 colleges and universities competed in the
event.
People 62 and over (Nal&
for another type of bargain -
the Golden Age passport. Tht
passport is free and is good foi
a lifetime. It covers all en-
trance fees and entitles
holders to a 50 percent
discount on government
charges for things like boat
launching and parking. It doe.
not cover fees charged I:*
private concessionaires.
Like the Golden Eagle
passport, the Golden Age
passport covers not only the •
permit holder, but also his or
her family or fellow car
passengers. Golden Age
passports can be obtained at
park service offices and at
parks where-entranee fees-afe-L
charged. You must get your
passport in person. Bring
proof of age or be prepared to
sign an affidavit swearing you
are over 62.
ACCEPTED TO DENTAL SCHOOLS — Nine graduating seniors at Murray State University have been accepted to
three different dental schools to begin  studies this fall. Eight of them shown here with advisers and dental schools
they will be attending are: (front, left to right) Ricky Sattenvhite, Mayfield Route 7, Uiliv-e-isity. of kiiitilay (uta Betty
Jacqueline Austin, Fulton Route 4, University of Louisville (U of Lk lvus Croush, Smithland Route 2, UK; and David Earl
Cassity, Benton Route 5, U of I.; (back; from left) Dr. C. D. Wilder and Dr. Vaughn Vandegrift, advisers; Michael H.
Shields, Ocean Springs, Miss., University of Mississippk Terry Cunningham, Madisonville, U of L; Terry Edwin Brown,
Hanson Route 1, UK: and Dennis Ray Richerson, Murray, UIC Not shown is Barry Whitaker, Gilbertsville, UK.
Three Broadway Comedies
To Be Presented By PART
A series of three of
Broadway's best and most
popular comedies will be
presented at Murray State
University, in June and July by
the Purchase Area Repertory_
Theatre PART).
Shows will be offered by the
Department of Speech and
Theatre on Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday evenings in the
University Theatre of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The lineup of plays includes:
"Butterflies Are Free" by
Leonard Gershe, June 14-15-16
and June 21-22-23; "Star
Spangled Girl" by Neil Simon.
July 5-6-7 and July 12-13-14;
and "Goodbye Charlie" by
George Axelrod, July 19-20-21
and July 26-27-28.
Curtain time for each
performance will be 8 p.m.
A company of seven
students will be directed by
Dr. Mark Malinauskas in
"Butterflies , Are Free," by
Charlene Butivell in "Star
Spangled Girl," and by James
Proceedings Scheduled Today
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.
( AP ) — Arraignment
proceedings were scheduled
today for two Hardin County
brothers charged in con-
nection with a weekend
robbery and shooting at the
North Hardin VF W Club.
Two persons were killed and
five others injured when two
men began firing at club








You get french fries, cole slaw,
hush puppies and




estimated $775 and two pur-
ses,' police said. Authorities
said the shooting apparently
began when the men believed
patrons were not moving fast
enough in the holdup. The
money was recoveredt'
John R. Devlin, 33. and
Michael F. Devlin, 32, of
Elizabethtown, were to be
arraigned on two counts of
murder and five counts of
armed robbery eac-h. Michael
Devlin also is charged wtth
three counts of assault and
John Devlin with two.
They were arrested at a
mobile home in Elizabethtown
a short time after the Friday
night incident, police said.
• The victims of the shooting
were identified as Sgt.
Theodore Beatty, 33, stationed
at Fort Knox, and William C
Matthews. 44, of Radcliff.
Three of those injured were
treated and released while two
others, Norman Norton, 44, of
Radcliff and Gerald Wilson,
30, of Monroe, Mich., were
hospitalized with gunshot
wounds. Both were in stable
condition Saturday; their
conditions were not im-
mediately available Sunday.
Ruth Kelsey, who received
minor injuries in the shooting,
said the club patrons didn't
think the men were serious
when they told everyone to get
on the floor. -
"We were sure it was just an
act," she said. "I thought it
was, a show. so I didn't get
claim on the floor.-I wanted to
see.
"Butithen one of the men
came over and said, ''So you
don't believe me?' And he shot
our table ( with a shotgun( ,
and the pellets hit us. ,
--Then we knew they weren't
kidding."
She said some of the club
patrons recognized one of the
men. -The ironic thing is that
if they had come in with
masks on ,their faces or
something, maybe nobody
would have been shot."
In eastern Kentucky,
meanwhile, Wayne. County
Sheriff Jim Hill remained
hospitalized Sunday for
treatment of gunshot wounds
he received Friday night while
pursuing two men near Lake
Cumberland's Fall Creek
area, authorities said, -
Police said Harold Dennes.,
53, of the Fall Creek area and
his son, Alvin Denney, 27. of
Monticello, were being held in
the Wayne County Jail on
charges of first-degroe
assault. .
Another of Denney's suns,
Dale Denney, surrendered to
police Saturday on a charge of
reckless driving.
Authorities said Hill ap-
parently had been assisting in -
a police chase of Dale Dennev




- Tues., May 22nd
7:00 P.M.
at MSU Lovett Auditorium
See Page 9 for more information on prizes to be
given away and where to pick up your free tickets.
I. Schempp in "Goodbye
Charlie."
Malinauskas and Dr.
Vernon Gantt, chairman of the
Department ok Speech and
Theatre, are\ managing
directors of PAM',
Season coupon 'Woks are
available at $6 each. In ad-
dition, season couport. books
are available to patrdbs for
tax-deductible contrib ons
of $15 and up. Patrons ill
receive one season coupri
.book for a contribution of $1\
to $25, two for a contribution of
$25 to $50, prffour for $50 or
more. •
Season books ate on sale
through the box office of the
University Theatre in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The telephone number is 502)
762-4421.
Patron contributions should
be sent to: Purchase Area
Repertory Theatre,, Depar-
tment of Speech and Theatre,
Wilson Hall, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky.,
42071.
Checks for season coupon
books or as contributions
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FIRST PLACE — First row, left to right, Tammy Barlow, Brent Priddy, Kalani Housman,
Leslie Massey. Second row, Lori Wynn, Aaron Barrett, Gina Brown, Paul Dailey, 
Susan
Hutchins. Third row, Steve Beyer, Shawn Glavin, Heidi Barrett, Valerie Curry. Absent
from photo was Ginger Ford.
4
SECOND PLACE — First row, left to right, Chrystie Howard, LuAnn Loberger, David
Lew. Second row, Tracy Graves, Robert Kondratko, Tony Bloom, Jana Williams, Ab-
sent from photo were Sherida Outland, Lisa Mikulcik, -Mel iarckson, Kurt Keeslar, Sue
Anne Brush.
•
THIRD PLACE — First row, left to right, Connie Spann, Wege Rushing, 
Raysha Roberts,
Robin Adams, Steve Henley. Second row, Matta Ford, Gina 
Herndon, Angela Adams,
Shane Guthrie, Jared White, John Swan.
HONORABLE MENTION — First row, left to right, David-Overby, Sherita Greer, John
McFerron, Kristy Elkins. Second row, Joey Ashby, Tim Burchfield, Mike Friebel, Mark
Boggess. Absent when photo was made were Cindy Williams, Jimmy Osburn, David
Wallace, Donnie Hutson, Glen Olson and Eddie Bohler, Kelly McCarty and Monica







• MATH WINNERS, FIRST AND SECOND PLACES — First row, lett to nght, Bill Maddox,
Jon Muehleman. Second row, Karen Hainsworth, Jon Mark Billington, Kay Farley.
erk
die
MATH WINNERS, THIRD AND FOURTH PLACES — First row, left to right, Jeremy
White, Leila Umar, Shannon Christopher, John Mark Hall, Joy Nina, Teresa ford. Second
row, Kritt Allbritten, Jeff Garrott, Teresa Tinsley, Melanie Kelly, Ken Knipp. Third row,
Brian Doyle, Joy Smith; Claire Bell, Melanie Roos, Jill Burkeen, Lynne Johnson.
FOURTH PLACE — First row, left to right, David Burris, Trevor Mathis, idm
Tronda Parrish, Alison Sears, Lila Carson. Second row, Melissa Gray, Stacey Woods,
Kristy Mobley, J. L Reed, Damara Lanier. Absent from photo were Roger Dunn, Leila





Esther Novak, director of the
Hispanic Arts Program at
Rutgers University, has been
named director of the
National Endowment for the
Arts' Office of Special
Projects.
The office funds in-
terdisciplinary and model-

























of a Bakpd Potato of Fr.fs r rieS. Toast-
any Drink and a trjp n - •
'SIRLOIN STOCKADE.
Quality that keeps you cumin' back.
Bel-Air Center
Murray
The Murray Middle School Science Fair winners.
were announced at a spectal program to which
parents and students were invited. . The annual
event was coordinated by science teachers Pam
Cartwright, Dickie Farrell and Mary Jane Littleton
and math teachers Jane Blankenship and Jo
Farley. Approximately 200 entries were judged by '
personnel from Murray State University. The en...
tries were displayed prior to the awards presen-
tation.






at MSU Lovett Auditorium
See Page 9 for more information on prizes to be
given away and where to pick up your free tickets.
Enjoy FLORIDA Fun/





Shorefront on GuM of Mexico
Enjoy fun-filled days, magical nights on beautiful Lido Beach,
one of the world's finest. Don't miss Sarasota's
other attractions, Circus Hall of Fame,
Ringling Museum, Jungle Garden—fishing,
sailing, water-skiing.
\ Relax in coMfort bask in the son:
swim in the pool and Gulf, gip cocktails
'.at the musical,beach„ber,lunqh on the
1 - patio. Polynesian/ American cuisine.
Golf, tennis nearby. All new rooms
with Gulf views, effic.Auites. Color
TV, air conditioning. Exciting South
Seas decor sets a Polynesian scene
of faraway vacation enchantment
Write or call now.
Phone 
41, AKU TIKI INN/BEST WESTERN








021 "*. Lido Beach, Sarasota, Florida 33577NPlaek:e_ send tree brochures. rates





I wanted to take this opportUnity to thank you so much for, the warm and
enthusiastic response you have given my campaign for re-election. The
issues facing Kentuckians are 'more important than ever before and the need
for dedicated and informed public officials is vital.
As always, I will be seeking your counsel and advice if you permit me to





Paid political ads by R C Alexander Treasurer Mayfield if
VP.
I' %i .1i till Mt KR -ti. Ks.. I 141444:11 & TINLES. Monday. %lay 11, 1979
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...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
International
TEHRAN, Iran 1AP -
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
put a new restriction on his
Islamic revolutionary courts,
decreeing execution only for





to supporters abroad to
'assassinate Shah Mohammed
Reza _Pahlavi, his wife.
mother-in-law and sister, and
several of his close advisers.
ineluding the -forTner aiti-




With gas in short supply -
and, hard to get as service
stations closed for the day - -
many --dutiful sons and
daughters left the car in the
garage and called home for
Mother's Day.
In California, the first state
to institute gas rationing,
more than 90 percent of the
I.os Angeles-area stations
were closed. Pacific
Telephone said circuits were
jammed.
Between 80 percent and 90
percent of the gas stations
were closed in Texas on
Sunday. compared to less than
50 percent five weeks ago.
Kansas. Illinois, Indiana and
Georgia reported about 50
percent of the stationa„closed
Sunday, . and in
Massaschusetts, only half the































































































































































Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc
Washington
WASHINGTON tAPI - The
Senate runs the "grave risk"
of killing the new strategic
arms limitation treaty with
the Soviet Union if it tries to
amend it. Secretary of State
Cyrus R. Vance says.
And he warns that if the
Senate fails to ratify the pact,
it could cause "some
unraveling in the NATO
alliance."
WASHINGTON API-Bob
Dole is back home in Russell,
Kan., to announce he is run-
ning for the 1980 Republican
nomination for President of
the United States.
His declaration isn't likely
to surprise many people, least
of all his rivals for the
nomination. ,
WASHINGTON 0AP) -
President Carter has decided
to press „congress for an
overhaul of the federal pay
system that could save tax-
payers an estimated $4.6
billion per year.
Savings would come at the
expense of some 4 million
civilian and military em-
ployees, whose tuture pay
raises would be held down for
perhaps several years.
Zacharias Selected As
WKU Head By Regents
BOWLING GREEN. Ky.
I AP) - Dr. Donald Zacharias
. of the University of Texas
system has been selected
president of Western Ken-
tucky University, ending the
sharp division of the Western
Kentucky Board of-Regents on
selection of a successor for Dr.
Dero Downing.
The regents voted 8-2 in
favor of Zacharias. with Torn
Emberton of Edmonton and
Ron Sheffer of Henderson
casting the dissenting votes, a
university spokesman said
Sunday. Six votes were
necessary for selection.
Downing retired Jan. 8.
citing health -reasons. The
regents said they will 'meet
with Zacharias at Western -on
May 23 to discuss his tran-
sitionie the post.
Zacharias was one of only
two finalists who remained in
contention from an original
list of five finalists. The other
was Dr. Norman -- Baxter.
president of California State
University at Fresno. Three
finalists withdrew their names
from contention after the
board _failed to name a
president in its last two
meetings.
Sheffer had _said prior to
Sunday's meeting that he
would vote for neither
Zacharias nor Baxter.
don't think either one of .
them, in light of what has
transpired, could take that-
office and have the confidence
of the, alumni and the public







at MSU Lovett Auditorium
See Page 9 for more information on prizes to as
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A FINAL settlement of ac
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Margaret Blalock,
Actrninistratrix, of the estate
Of Hal Mathis, deceased
Exceptions to thiS Settlement
_ must be tiled in the Callositiay
district court on or before
May 23, 1979, the date of
hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Circiet
Court Clerk.
A FINAL Settlement of ac
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Margaret L Tarry,
Executrix, of the estate of
Mack T Tarry, deceased
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
district court On or before
May 23, 1979, the date of
hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Circuit
'Court Clerk.
A FINAL settlement of ac
counts has been fiLed in nee
Calloway district court by
James C. Hart,
Administrator, of the estate
of Mary Coleman Bordeaux,
deceased. Exceptions to his
settlement must be filed in
tne Calloway district court
..91,1 or toefore may 23, 1979, the
ciafedni•eihr-Vi.- -
Prances W. Shea, Circuit
Court Clerk. •
A FINAL settlement of ac
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Toy McDougal,
Administrator, of the estate
of Bessie Lee McDougal,
deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway district court
on or before May 23,-1979, the
date Of hearing
Frances W Shea, . Circuit
Court Clerk,
A FINAL Settlement of ac
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by.
Margaret Btalotk,
Executrix, of the estate of
James H Blalock, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
district court on or before
May 23, 1979, the date of
hearing.
Frances W Shea, Circuit
Court Clerk.
A FINAL settlement of ac-
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
• Dorothy. • Jenkins,
Administrator, of the estate
of John Thomas Jenkins,
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway district court
on or before May23. 1979, the
date Of hearing.
Frances W Shea, Circuit
Court Clerk. .••••
A FINAL settlement of ac-
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Toy P- McDougal, Executor,
of the estate of Eula
McDougalOutland.
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway district court
on or before May 23, 1979. the
date of hearing.
Frances W Shea, Circett
_o ur t C. Al etFN
settlement of ac
counts' has. been men :in the
CalloWai district- -court by
John R Imes. ExecutoRru, 
Ruddthe es•ite of 
-lla 
Futrell, deceased Excep
lions to s settlement must
be filed .n the Calloway
district court on or before





counts hes been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Bobby Gene Parrish,
Executor, of tne estate of
Delores . Lee Parrish,
deceased. Exceptions to this
Settlement rniist be filed in
the Calloway cf ,strift court
on or before Mai 23.1979, the
date l•st vv earingF e 
Shea, Circuit
ACduFrItpfCAlet_rk -se -t-lefnenf of ac
counts has -been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Ovie White, Executrix, of the
estate of Earlie White,
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement musrtie,„kiled in
the Calloway district court





ACourt RC Ileorok e
accounts has been filed in The
Calloway district court by
James Mason Ross,
Eiecetor, of the estate of
Lucille T Ross, deceased.
Eric-Options to tnis settlemen4.
must be tiled in the Calloway
district court on or before
May 23, 1979, the date of
hearing
ancesFr  W Shea, Circuit
IC settlement of
ACo_purELCRIleorck.
accounts has been filed in the
Calloway district court 'by
Helen Kline, 'committee for
Helen Godat, incompetent
Exceptions to th.s settlement
must be tiled in the Calloway
district court on or before
May 23, 1979, the date of
hearing









Calloway _district court by
Rneda B. Steels and Wilma
Byars, Co-
Administratrices, of the
estate of Thomas Ocus
Carraway, deceased
Exceptions to, this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
cl.stritt court on or before
May 21, 1979, the_ date ot
hearing 
Frances W. Shea, Circuit
following estate
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
bern made in the Calloway
CToouertiClerk _
Educiary appointments have
d,str,ct court All claims
aaanst these estates should
be filed with the fiduciary
within Six months of date of
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GOD IS LOVE I John 4:8.
"But _ seek ye first the•
kingdom of God, and His
rightevsneSS, and all these
things shall be added unto
you " Matthew 6 33. 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants NOT A TAPE 759
4600 Bible Facts and Free
Store Hear our broadcast











OPENING , SOON, Diggs
Sleep World All types
mattresses and box springs
Innerspring, foam. flotation.
Discount prices Largest
selection this area Sealy and
King Keil 211 Wood St .
Paris, TN (Next to Nat Gas









REDUCE SAFE and, fast
with GoBese Tablets and E
yap ',Ater pills" Holland






be submitted by 12











































This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of-
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.'
Readers art urged to clip
the list and keep handy
near the telephone.
5. LOST & FOUND
FOUND FEMALE Irish
Setter F ound in vicinity of
Johnny Robertson Road and
94W 759 1866
LOST Four month old gra.
kitten in neighborhood of
arrner Ave and 18th Street
If found, please call 753 7650
6. HELP WANTED_
GENERAL RESTAURANT
help Call 436 5496 for ap
pointment Cypress Springs
Restaur trot, New Concord,
KY
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
an auto parts and paints
salesman Salary plus
cOmmiSSiOn, S75,000 possible
Car and expenses furnished
Apply with pfsl work record
to P 0 Box 32 R, MurraV,
KY
NE ED SOMEONE to mow
yard for summer, in Lynn
Grove war 435 4521
L. HELP WANTED
CHRISTIAN LADY 'to cook
at Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly. Experience in
institutional cooking helpful,
but not essential Call 354
8355 for interview.
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators Apply in
person. Calloway
Manufacturing Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray, KY.
TECHNICAL_ JOBS, 8
openings in May for
technical training jobs. 17 24
year olds. We provide
training while paying over
$104 weekly. Room, board,








WOMEN WOULD • like to
hang wall paper and paint.
Call after 3 pm, 437 4617.
WANT TO do daytime
babysitting in your home,
Monday through Friday, 7




- gistributor has Surplus brand
new first 'quality above
ground family pools com-
plete with Filter, ladder,
sun .deck, stairs, punip,
completely installed only
S796 No money down, terms
arranged to fit your budget.
Call warehouse toll free in








Earn $15,000 to $20,000
or more a year, your
first year. We will
send you to school for
a minimum of 2 weeks,
expenses paid, train
you in the field selling
and servicing
established business
accounts. Must be 21
or over, have own car,
be bondable, am-




Call for an ap-
pointment, Monday
through Thursday, 9




$1 80 5480 WEEKLY
5-E+...t.4NG information by
marl Free details Write
Rodgers, RI 5. Box 427, ES.
Hope, Arkansas 11801
14. WANT TO BUY
HALF ROUND. light treated
wood fence posts, any
amount Call 753 8156
WANTED TO buy standing
timber, fop prices pad 489
2334 _
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
HOSPITAL BED and mat
_tress, both in real good
condition Call 753 1801.after
4 pm_
HI DE A bed sofa ,.traditionat
sofa, 2 barrell back chairs, 3
French tables, all like new
GE stereo system. 4 steel
belted radials, B-78X13. CB
15-ase antenna, saw table
Call 733 5342
1972 LTD FORD cl3r, One
owner, all power and air, in
perfect shape 1964 Ford
pickup, needs repair 21.:
Sears black and white
television, perfect shape 10'-
heavy duty aluminum flat
bottom boat. And a Case 3
point hitch, 12 roll corn drill,
perfect shape Call 436 2383
14 ft. POLARCRAFT
Jon boat. 25 hp John-
son motor, electric
start, with trailer.
-* Also -a camper topper
to fit a long wheel base
truck. Call 437-4846.
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners 753 1551 or 753
9104
YEAR BOOKS of Murray
State College Shield 1955,
Dr Ralpp Woods, President,
1956 Marvin Wrather,
President, Dr. Harry M
Sparks, 1957, President. Dr
A.M. Walt son. 1958.
President, all are for sale
Cali 436 2405.
100 YEAR OLD Goose neck
rocking chair, perfect, tea
kettle, wash kettle, 5 gallon
jars, 2 jugs. table, desk and
chair. 7 chairs. wash
boards, flower pots, dishes,
pots and-pans Call 436 2405.
14. HOME FURNISHINGS
DUNCAN PHYE dinette set.
Maple twin beds End tables
- and lamp table. 753 8615. 
FOR SALE. beige colored 3
piece sectional modern sofa.
Call 759-4414 after 5 prn.
FOR SALE Frigidare chest
type freezer, 14 cubic feet
Phone 753 2670 after 4 pm. •
SEWING MACHINES
SEWING MACHINE with
cabinet, just like new. $150.
Call 753 8200.
1/. FARM EQUIP.
CASE 1150 TRACK loader,
excellent all the way, S11,000
(615) 232•7404. 
40 FOOT HAY elevator with
gasoline motor. Call 753-444
G JOHN Deere tractor with
9' wheel disc and cylinder.
345 2291
HEAVY DUTY triaxle
trailer, 52000.16151 232 7404.
1974, 135 MASSEY
FERGUSON diesel, 1100
riour, 4 pieces of equipment
An-8 row 150 gallon spray.
Call 753 7787
NEW TOBACCO scaffold
wagons, double Mae, 24'
long 1 886 6029 in Hopkin
sville after 6 pm
WART FOR  uggLalim • -Old --
steel wheeled farm tractors
Robert MCMunn, Rt.1, Villa
Ridge, IL 62496
22. MUSICAL . .
G.E. STEREO, AM FM 8
track and record player with









Quincy, Ingersoll Rand, etc.
Sales, Parts and Service. 442
9396.
• FOR SALE commercial •
fans Phone 753 910.4.
1977 FEDDERS AIR, 15.000
BTU, excellent condition.
S275. Call 753 9344 after 5 prri.
FOR SALE 12 X I? Bigelow
carpet, very good condition,
beige Call 753 33/6 after 5
Pm
MAN'S SCAVVINN bicycle. 10
cspar1eecili,$8:00 cost new $150
1978 ril-EW AGE ' en
Lopecten, $40
RIDING 





speed: electric start. 36" cut
Call 759-4459. after 5 pm-- --
SAW DUST tor sale
Shoemaker Lumber Corn
pany. McKenzie, TN (9011
35.2 577/. • - - --
TAILORED LADIES riding
suit, for Erigtish or Western
Snowing taut-end - SterCits:. -
yellow, size 11 12, $15 Worn
Only twice, very nice. Call
753 1916 from 8 till 5 and 753
_6331 after 5 pm
26. TY•RADIO
WANTED RESPONSIBLE
party to take tippayments on
25" color t v B Music,
753 7575
27, MOB. HOME SALES
FDA 'SALE 19143 bedroom.
...fib electric mobile home with
V00. X 235 lot. near East
Elementary School Phone
753 9573
1978 MODEL,LTBERTY. 12 X
60. 2 bedroom mobile home,
all electric well insulated.
with Kenmore refrigerator
And ice maker Take over
Payments Call 753 0270 or
153 5696
1971, 17 X 52, TWO
BEDROOM, washer dryer,
frost free refrigerator, dish
washer, underpinned, ex
cellent condition, $5500
Ready for occupancy July
6th. located Fox Meadows
753 7730 after 5 pin
12 X 50 1972 PEERLESS
TRAILER, furnished, gas
heat, located on lot no 74,
Shady Oaks, or phone (502)
898 6189 _
1974. 12 X 70 TUECO
MOBILE home, furnished, 2
bedrooms. 2 full baths, un
derpinned with large porch,
57450 753 8260 Located at 2)5.
Riveria Courts
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
TRAILER SPACE for rent in
Hazel, Kentucky Call 492
8352
30, BUS. RENTALS _ __ _
FOR RENT Warehouse
space at 4th and Sycamore
Streets 1000 or more square
feet Safe, dry, easy ex
cessibiiity $60 per month
Phone Baxter Bilbrey,
522 8469 •
32. APTS. FOR RENT
LARGE TWO bedroom
apartment in country, $95
No dogs Coll after 5 pm, 753
8333
Cox's Army
Will Be Here Soon
Paid for by Pete Waldrop.
Calloway County Cox Cam-
paign Coordinator.
ACCOUNTANTS
A southeast Missouri based CPA
firm is looking for sbme top ac-
countants. -Work to include all
phases of public accounting.
Salary open. Send resume to:
PA. Box 1090

































































































































OLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
32. APTS. FOR RES-if
FOR RENT Extra large 2 TOY POODLES, apricot,
bedroom furnished upstairs
gray and brown, 6 weeks old,tc,1 
apart, central air, gas heat, "- 
„. 
'"'' •
no pets. Call 753 1203 $150 42. HOME LOANS 
per Month. LOANS AVAILABLE from
 $10,000 to $10,000,000 for any
ONE BEDROOM furnished • business purpose. Call 606
qpstairs apartment, near 253 1249
campus, 5100 per month. No 43. REAL ESTATEpets. Call 753 1203. '
ONE BEDROOM furnished
garage apartment, near
campus. $110 per month No
pets. Call 753-1203.
38. PETS SUPPLIES.






34. HOUSES FOR RENT_ _
FURNISHED HOUSE for 3
college" girls, for fail
semester. Near University
Call 753-4974.
TWO BEDROOM house for
rent, 9 mites from Murray
$150 per month. 'hone 753
7987._
WANTED: HOUSE to rent,
near campus, excellent
references. -Evil 753-3713- or






FOR SALE or lease. Former
Diggs _ Furniture location.
12,000 Sq. ft. heated and
cooled, carpet and tile floors,
prime location Ready to go-
EAcellent established fur.
nitur, location. Jim Digg-S, painting or auto repair. Good
Dam Rental, Paris, TN. 642 location west of 64) north





With The Eriendli Touch-
A-FRAME DELIGHT
- Cypress Springs -
New, and lovely -
secluded 2 bedroom
lake home on tree-
studded lot, electric





-look this qver for
, ONLY ;21,000. Boyd-
Majors Real Estate,









753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
NEW fOUR bay equipped
cleatfp shop on large tot
On ay is set up as a paint
s p complete with lights,
at and fans. Building has
an office and two rest rooms.
Ideal for cleanup shop, sign
across from Riveria Court.
-7 John C. Neubauer. Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753-0101,
or call Bob Rodgers, 753-7116.
62 ACRES LOCATED in
North Calloway on -Collins
-Read. Fenced on 3 sides with
900d creek. Ideal for cattle
or horses. Approximately 20
acres fendable with more
possible. Only $25,000. The
Nelson Shroat Co 759 1707
37 LIVESTOCK SOPP
BULLSrrIc FOR sale' Per
tor e tested half. ,three
quarters, seven eighths
blood Simmental aria Maine--
Anjou bulls Only the very
best performance , bulls
• selected from over 1,000
performance tested cows are /
being offered for sate
• Broadbent Farms, Cadiz, K
42211 Phone days, 235 5182.
BOAR FOR sale, weight 175
- Pounds, also 10feeder pigs.
Phone 753.5532.
FESCUE IN the field, $1.25
Per bale. Phone 753 4065.
VOW-- -SALE • Registered
Polled Hereford bulls, cows
with calves, bred and open
beifers Phone (901) 247 5487
GOATS FOR sale, also
-Siamese kittens. Phone 436
5856
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC GREAT Dane pupa's,
AKC Labrador puppies. This
weeks special irregular







males, red females, black
and tan males, black and tan
females( 5 weeks to 7
months old $15 to $85 each
No checks please. 527 9700
after 1 pm .
FOR SALE 6 weeks old
Collie puppies. Phone Rex
Robinson,„ Puryear. (901)
247 5487.
TWO IRISH Setter females, 6






Srelewona I Sent, is




1 bath - gas heat -
full basement - large
lot 124' x 195'. Located
on South' 12th Street.
Priced in the mid 40's.
Boyd-Majors Real












With The Friendly Touch"
4 Lots (100'x375' ea.)
on 641 South. Only
short distance from
city units. Maybe pur-
chased as one tract or
individually. Com-
mercial or building
sites, would be ideal




DO A little and save a lot ,
This house needs some
repair. The price is
reasonable at $15,000...2
bedroirms, 1 bath, plus 3
acres rm-). Dial 753





See how easy it is Id
stop the rent habit and
start investing in the
future. See this brand
new home with 3
bedrooms. 2 full baths,
lovely kftdien and cen-
tral heat and air.
House has thermopane
windows and 7 closets
for lots of stotage.








Bendut offers career opportunities in shphisticated space-age and
related electronics pit:at-ems. We have grown to over 4700 employees
in the past year: Opportunities are available for immediate or
delayed occupancy Moat involve permanent assignment in the
eastern or western United States; a few require frequent travel
and/or overseas relocation. If you have training and moderate to
heavy experience in military or space electronics or related areas
and would like further int ornuition on what we have to offer, please'
CALL COLLET(*)) 730.3700
Or forward &letter ii resume as early at possible to-
Prof estiatial Ploceatera Officio
F$141 leginwring Corporation
Sebsithery Orion awns t Corporation
9250 Row. 108 Catwalk, Md. 21045




7:00 DA. Monday thru Saturday







this brand new duplex






side is slightly larger.
Exce9eflt arrangeme-






South 12th at Sycomor•
TEiEPHONE.7531061
Just listed is this 12' x
65' mobile home with






DON'T WASTE gas! les
getting too high! Besides
there's no reason to look-
further:.: this' is the one for
you. Two bedroom brick with




Daycare center licensed for 26
children. Smoke detectors, tiro
proof door, brick veneer, 1/2
berth. 2 lots with tow mobile
home hookups Priced to Hie
bargain. 14.
Wayne Wilson at




If you buy this
beautiful new brick
home now, you can
choose your own







dows. Priced at only
$48,900. Country livin'
close to town! Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for all your real
estate needs!
k* -7E4
1979 Un,1•1:1 Feature 55ndtcale, Inc
49. USED CARS
FOR SALE: 1976 -Land
Cruiser, 4X4, 20,000 miles, 12
X 15 Ground Hawg tires.
$4500. 753-5152.
1976 LEMANS SPORT
Coupe. Double power and
air, 260 VII engine. gets ex-
cellent mileage, $1950. Phrase
354-6217.
1974 Lack Regal, ex-
cellent martian, air,
AM-FM rule, must set




 Runner, 383 engine with air,
has new tires, good body and
running condition. $850.
From 10 till 5:30, 753-4150
after 5:30 call 759-1613, ask
for Jerry Keith.
WHY ARE YOU STARING AT ME?
46. HOMES FOR SALE  46. HOMES FOR SALE 
NEW HOME, 3 bedrooms, 2
bat/Ls...Ply more- details call
753-5167.
Purdom & Thurman





lots, $25,000. 2 waterview lots
that join TVA, $14,000. 5 lots
in Kentucky Lake dev.,
$1,500. Call the Nelson Shroat
Co., 759-1707.
Be Your Own King in
the great room of this
fine three bedroom,.
two and a half bath
home. Feel pampered





dscaping that is fully
matured. A
greenhouse where you
can grown your own
vegetables and
flowers the year
around. All -this and
much, much more is
offered 'for a very
reasonable price./ To
find out m9re about
this property call John
C. Nuebauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753-
0101 or, Linda Drake,
753-0492.
44.4.0TS FOR SALE
_ - FOR SALE: lot zoned for
cluplua fourplex„. Call 753-
8067 after 4 pm.
VIP VERY Important
Proposition for very im
portani- People. If you don't
need four bedrooms, use the
two' rooms -upstairs as a
sewing room and 'study or
just as a place to
escape.. brick home on five
acres with outside storage
building located west of
Murray and priced in the low
besita te...call
753 1492...offerd by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
First tune on market.
Beautifully and
originally designed
lake home only 18
months old. 3
bedrooms and 2 baths,
wood burning
fireplace and heat
pump. Large 24 x 30
garage-workshop. Sit-
uated overlooking the
main lakeon three ex-
cellent wooded lake
lots. $64,900.
Walk to the lake from
this rustic home near
Panorama Shores.
You'll love the heavily
wooded lot, the first
floor patio and the
deck off the 2nd level.
3 'bedrooms and 2
baths, great room with
Franklin fireplace
plus lots of other ex-





45. FARMS FOR SALE
143 ACRES, STATELINE
road, New Providence, $650
acre, small house, good
water, A, Williams, Rt.8,
Box 517, LaCoste, Mobile, AL
36608. (2051 649 4417,
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER: 4 bedrooms,
2/S•baths, living room, dining
room, 'kitchen's"- study,
laundry, large family room
with fireplace, heat pump,
well insulated, 2 years old,
Gatesborough-.759 1149,
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom, 2
bath, living, dining, and
family room with fireplace,
eat in kitchen, gas heat, near
Murray High, 8)1 Doran
Road. 753-8405.
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom
brick, recently recarpeted
throughout, 2 baths, living
room, 'den with energy
saving fireplace, spacious
kitchen, 2 carports for 3 cars,
large storage room plus attic
storage, garden spot, large
lot. Mid 140's-753-6859.
FOR SALE BY OWNER:
1214 Dogwood Drive. Five
bedrooms, 31/2 baths, living
room, dining room, den with
fireplace, sewing room and
laundry room. Two car
garage. Gas -heat, low
utilities. Phone 753-7608 after
5 om.
NEW LISTING: 3 bedroom
brick, 2 baths, living room,
den with WB fireplace, 2 car
garage, central gas heat and
erectrie air, brick porch and
patio, landscaped, kitchen
has many cabinets, built-in
dishwasher, disposal, utility
room with W-D conncections,
lots of storeage, walk-in
closets. Low S60's.
Appointment only, 753-4133
or (713) 5215-1592. 3844 Lake
St., Houston, IX 77098.
TWO BEDROOM house for
sale by owner at 502 N 5th
Street. Can be seen by ap-




windshield and sissy bars,
excellent condition, $1400.
Phone 767-2348
1973, 350-4 HONDA FOR sale,
$400. 759-4826. ----------
1976 SUSUK I RAA 250 trail
bike, good shape, bought late
1977. Call 753.9951.
TWO 650 TRIUMPHS. one is
fully customized • with
Springer front end, • free
wheel an  step up seat, the
other is stock. Also a custom-
built trailer. 435-4237 after 6
pm.
1972 YAMAHA 250, custom
handle bars and windshield,
new paint, matching helmet.
Newly rebuilt engine, 5,700
miles, excellent condition.
$500 Cali 474418.15,- - _
48. AUTO. SERVICE
FOR SALE: Four A70-F13,
inch tires, steel belted
radials, used. All four for $20.
753 8393.
49 USED CARS
1971 BUICK LeSABRA, good
mechanical condition, power
steering, brakes, air, cruise.
Call 436-2289 attar5 pm. 
1978 BASIN 320 I, 4 speed, airi
AM FM stereo cassette, 4
Speakers, fog lidhtS, stern:rot,
light alloy wheels, 8.000
miles,_ silver metallic. ,767-•
2359.
COLLECTORS ITEM, ,a971
Mark ill, loaded with
equipment and in good
condition, 52000. Phone 354
6691 
1969 CHEVY CAPRICE, new
tireS, mag wheels, motor just
overhauled Cali 753-3519
after 5 pm 
1972 CHEVROLET IMPALA,
2 door, good condition. Also a
1972 Buick Centurion, 2 door,
good conclit.on_ See at 405.
Elm Street or call 753-0357.
1977 DODGE A SPEV,
special et:1.ton, power and
air, 18,300 mles, extra nice,
$4200. Cali 753 7755 after 4:30.
FOR SALE -1974., Ford
Broneo, 34,000 actual miles,
Al condition 753-6878 or 753-
8404 -
1972 Chevy Impala in
good condition. Coll
753-9964 after 5 p.m.
Must sell.
4 11 15LT GRAND Prix,
Multi trax, like new, 8200
Pays 492 8241
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed Ali Day Wed
N1onday-Frick4v 7:30-Noon Saturrhi:, 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE HAIR CUTS! 50 Muff SHAVE Si 25
- Per hospital hoes, calls please call 753-3613 one day in al-





• Filter I Pump






• Lily Pad likletrinerr Great Savings ON 22 MODELS
• Heavy Gauge Vinyl Shier
• Pool Ladder CALL NOW!
• safety "ne7 a sem" (502) 966-4258•
out of town. call collect
PENGUIN POOLS ope,orot on,
LIeekrlie, X V*It). Duty 24 HesColl 7 doysa week
1975 PONTIAC GRAN Prix
Li, power, air, all electric,
cruise, AM-FM 8-track
stereo, gray exterior,
vinyl top maroon, velour
interior, factory mags. Good
c.0.441.11- TN' eA ACM for
selling; owner getting
Married. $2500. Call 354-8256.
1970 PONTIAC CATALINA,
also a 1973 Shasta camping
trailer. Phone 753-6206.
1979 T BIRD, black with red







1974 CHEVY C65 with 10 ft.
gravel dump, excellent
shape, $7500. (6)5) 232-7404.-
1977 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
stereo, mags, $3200 as is. Call
7S3-8I62.
FOR SALE. 1972 Chevrolet
grain truck with midwest bed
and hoist, 350 V8. Also a used
4 roll corn saver. Call 382-
2294 after 6 pm.
1978 FORD 150 ECONOLINE
-Van, power steering, radio,
sliding side door, pass seat,
351 V8, 19,000 miles. Sharp,
like new. $4950. Jim Diggs'
642-4724 or 642-9200, Paris,
7N.
r OR SALE: 1972 Ford
pickup, 390 motor,
automatic, price $1100. Call
753-9957 after 6 pm.
1977 FORD RANGER 150,
full term 4 wheel drive, short
-best, low Mileage, must Sett,
ast offer. 753-8257.
1969 GMC WITH 11 ft. NeW
Leader spreader bed, new
motor, $6000. (615) 232-7404.
51. CAMPERS
1972 CHEVROLET MOTOR
home, 23,000 miles, sleeps 6
435.4317.
21 FOOT TERRY, 1976 fully
equipped,' sleeps six, used
only 3 times. No equity, pay
aft balance, Call 436-2396. 
27 FOOT FIFTH wheel
camper, 1973 model, Little
Tramp camper. Self-
contained, extra nice, has 5th
wheel controls included,






traitors, 5th wheels., and
porrup. Both new and used..
Complete line, parts and
accessories, hitches, brakes,
and lights; installed. White's
-Camper Sales, located East
94 highway toward Ken
Lake, Murray, KY, Cali 753-
0605,
TRAVEL TRAILER located
in Kenlake Trailer Park, •
Highway 94, 100 yards from
Kentake. Air - Condit
S1850. 474-8843.
52. BOATS &MOTORS
1974 B-CRAFT TRI-HULL 65
hp Mercury, top and side
curtains. Call 474-2732. 
1976 BOMBER BASS boat,
fully equipped With 65 hp
-cury motor, M & M
custom trailer. $2700. Caill
753 2316.
32. BOATS & MOTORS
FOR SALE: 17' Glastron
bass boat; 85,Isp Evinrude,
power tilt a rim; Mercury
bow thrUs4ef electric trolling
motor; heavy duty Rocket
boat trailer with 16" wheels
and electric power winch;
depth finder, compass.
anchors, life jackets and
other equipment; canvas
cover. This boat and
equipment has never been
used. Approxamately $7500
























roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 753-
5167.
AIR COMPRESSORS and air
tools repaired. Sales, Parts,
and Service. 442-9396.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing, alumintini-SidinCi;
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
BACK HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808-or-753-5706.
BUSHOGGING, ROOF
repair and new roofing
building' tear downs, sum
merize houses, trailer roof
coating, if you need it we'll
prcibally do it. Experienced
and guarenteed work. 753-








ching, also seal coating. Call
753-7148 or 753-9043. Located
at Murray Speedway, High-
way 641 N of Murray.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks. patios,
steps, free estimates. 753
5476
WEDDINGS with a per-






reasonable- --ratca.--- Prompt -
and efficient service. Custom
- Carpet Care - 489.2774.
DO YOU . need .stumps
removed from your yard - or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips, Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw




done, detks and porches built
and repaired, gutter cleaning
or installation, small
plumbing, concrete walks,
patios, and driveways also













CAN'T GET those small lobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436-
2562 after 5 pm. 
COMPARE AND save on
chain link fencing. Circle A
Fencing. 753-8407.
FOR ELECTRICAL work
call Jerry Osbron. 753-9464.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753.21111UL
free estimates for your
needs.




FOR YOUR garden breaking
and discing, call 753-6123.
FOR YOUR , home
alterations, repair, and
remodeling, also new homes






753 2310 for free estimates.
HUGH OUTLAND roofing,
excellent  referqices;
753-1486 between 7 am an
3:30 pm, ask for Shelley. .
INSULATION BLOWN in
attics and walls. For free
estimates call 753-7505 or 753-
8277.
IT'S CLEAN-UP time. Junk
cars cluttering your yard and
fields? Free pickup service.
474-8854 or 527-1315.
WILL PLOW and disk
gardens. 753-1973 or 753 3413
53 SERVICESOFFEREO
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these hirjh
heating and cooling bills.
CatlilmSaears, 753 2310, for freees tes.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving.
()etching, also seal coating
Phone 753-1537.
KEN'S LAWNMOWER
repair, 718 S 4th Street, same
day service. 753-7400. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating .and air
conditioning-. Call 753-7203. 
MITCHELL. BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, als0 Pat
ching and seal coating. 753-
1537.
ROOFING, NEW houses. Re,
roof, built-up. roof, and
trailer roof coating. Call 753
3310.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home. 753-2211.
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Call Roger
Hudson, 753-6763 or 753-4545. .
WET BASEMENT? We
-work completely guarenteed.
Call or write,Morgan Con-
struction-Cor,-Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1-442-7026. 
$7. WANTED
PAYING NEW higher rate
f4C silver coins, $-4.50 for 51.00
face. Kennedy halves 1965-69,




Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free estimates.
Insured and experienced. Call
759-1176 day or night.
FOR SALE
SMALL HOUSES
To be moved to your location.
5-1 bedroom 13 x 26
5-2 bedroom 13 x 34






TEAR ROUND OR SUMMER
You'll love this 3 bedroom double-wide mobiel
home situated on a beautiful wooded half acre
lot. Located on Oak Lane in Bayvrood Vista Sub-
division near Blood River, the lot is surrounded
by redwood fencing, there are white rock walks
and _natio, and covered_picnic area. The home 
also has living room, eat-in kitchen,' dining room,
2 baths, and utility with washer and dryer in-
cluded. All this beauty, comfort and serenity for
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Deaths 'And Funerals
T. Lawson Davis Is
Dead At Age Of 85;
Funeral Is Tuesday
Thomas Lawson Davis,
'brother of 0. T. (Jack) Davis
of Murray Route 1, died
Saturday at 8:30 p.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. He was 85 years of
age and a resident of 19 First
Street, Calvert City.
Mr. Davis was a retired
derick engineer for the Illinois
Central Railroad with 44 years
of service, a veteran of World
War I, a member -of the
William A:Doyle Post 236 of
The American Legion, Calvert
City, a 50 year member of
Calvert City Lodge No. 543
Free and Accepted Masons,
and a member of the First_
pihurch,Ca1vetT
He and his wife, the former
Altha Faith, who survives,
were married in 1919. Born
May 21, 1893, in Marshall
County. he was the on of the
late Lee Wilson Davis and
Clara Marshall Davis.
Mr. Davis is survived by his
wife, Altha; one daughter,
Mrs.. Anna Smith, Paducah;
one_ son, Thprnas Davis,
Calvert City; two grandsons.
David and Mark Davis,
Calvert City; one grand-
daughter, Mrs. Patricia Ann
Hous.den, Paducah; t wb
brothers, Cecil Davis,
Paducah. and 0. T. Davis,
Murray Route 1.
.The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the First
Baptist Chiirch, Calvert City.
with the Rev. Guy H. Lawson
:officiating. Burial will follow
in the Calvert City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
Johnson & Lambert Funeral
Home, Calvert City. until 1
p.m. Tuesday when the body




Mrs. Lucille Doss, mother of
Dr: William T. Doss of
Murray, died Sunday at 6 a.m.
at the Vanderbilt Hospital,
Nashville. Tenn. She was 75
years of age..
The deceased was the widow
of Nathan Doss and was a
resident of 509 Braden Street.
Hopkinsville.
Mrs. Doss is survived by
four daughters and seven sons
including Dr. William T. Doss
--and_his _wile., Charlene,
Murray Route. 7;• 25 grand-
children including Terry Doss
and his wife, Debbie, of
Murray; 11 great grand-
children.
The funeral will be held -
Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Henninger
Funeral Home, Hopkinsville,
with the „Rev. Dr. Robert
Franz officiating. Burial will
follow in the Greenhill
Memorial Gardens in
Christian County.




Dead At Age Of 96;
Services Tuesday
Charlie Miller died Sunday
at 7 p.m. at the Cedar Crest
Nursing Home at Possum
Trot. He was 96 years of age.
The deceased, a retired
farmer, was a member of the
Old Wadesboro Baptist
Church. Born Aug. 15, 1882, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late David _Henry
Miller and Mary Alice Owings
Miller. .
Mr. Miller is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Guthrie
(Elsie) Gilbert and Mrs.
Leonard Daisy)( Brown,
Paducah; three grandsons,
Larry and Jake Brown,
_Paducah. and Donald Gilbert,
Hendersonville, Tenn.; one
brother, Acree Miller,
Murray; nine great grand-
children.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Allie Rudolph and the Rev..
Doyle Richardson officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery. -
Friends may call until 9:30
p.m. tonight 'Monday ) at the
Roth „Funeral Home,
Paducah, when the body will
be transferred to the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call from
10 a.m. Tuesday until the
funeral hour. '
Young Man Dies In
Accident On Friday
Lynn Pierce, 23, died Friday
afternoon in an automobile
accident in Memphis, Tenn.,
where he was a student at the
Memphis School of Preaching.
The young man was a
resident of Benton Route 5 and
was being sponsored at the
school by the Union Hill
Church of Christ near Hardin.
Survivors include his
prents, Mr.and Mrs. Glens E.
Pierce, Benton Route. 5; three
sisters, Mrs. Marilyn Dom-
browski, Centerline,Mich.,
Mrs. Mildred Can. and Niliss
Carolyn Pierce, Warren,
Mich.; two brothers, Dale
Pierce, Warren, Mich.. and
William Pierce, Mt. Clemens,
Mich.
The funeral was held
Sunday at 8 p.m. at the chapel
of the Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Ron Childress and Fred Davis
officiating. Burial will follow
in Warren, Mich., where
services will be held Wed-
nesday at 1 p.m. with the
Elliott Funeral Home,
Warren, in charge of the
arrangements there.
Belgian farmers number
only 3.5 percent of the
Belgium work force, but they
produce some 85 percent of

















At Rest Home At
The Age Of 95
Mrs. Nellie M. Jackson,
mother of Mrs. H. G. Dunn
and Mrs. Hugh Clark of
Murray, died Saturday at 8
p.m. at the Rogers Rest
Home, Paris, Tenn. She was 95
years of age.
Born Jan. 20, 1884, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late William
Madison Jobe, a Civil War
veteran, and the late Paralee
Crawford Jobe. She was
married Dec. 21, 1902, to
Walter A. Jackson who died in
1970. Mrs. Jackson was a
member of a Baptist Church.
SUrviVoff Include----four -
daughters-Mrs. H. G.
(Kathleen) Dunn and Mrs.
Hugh ( Mattie ) Clark, Murray,
Mrs. Walter T. !Gene)
Murray and Mrs. John (Opal)
Barnett, Paris, Tenn.; two
sons, James Jackson, Grants
Pass, Ore.. and J. B. Jackson,
Flint, Mich.; 13 grand-
children; 13 great grand-
children.
Mrs. Jackson was preceded
in death by three daughters.
Mrs. Sue Collins, Mrs.
Luberta Vaughn, and Mrs.
Clytie Robinson, and one son,
Wade Jackson.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 10 a.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris; Tenn;, with the
Rev. Lynn Paschall of-
ficiating.
Pallbearers will be Barry.
Brad, and Mike Barnett, Hugh
H. and Jack Collins, and
Bernard Jackson. Burial will
follow in the Byrds Creek
Cemetery near Paris, Tenn.





Mrs. Effie Mathis, 91 year
old resident of Hardin Route 1,
died Saturday at 7:15 p.m. at
her home. She Was the widow
of Ed Mathis.
The deceased was the oldest
living member of the Unity
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. Born Dec. 3, 1887, she
was the daughter of the late
Meredith Warren . and Julia
Anderson Warren.
Mrs. Mathis is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Charles E.
Mo2ellel York, Hardin Route
1: two sons, Guy - Mathis,
Benton, and Donald Mathis„..
.Hardin Route 1; three half
sisters, Mrs. Valeria Butler,
Benton, Mrs. Ina Adams,
Paducah, and Mrs. Maude
Mathis, Michigan; two half
brothers, Walton Warren,
Benton, and Sexton Warren,
Paducah.
Also surviving are three
grandchildren, seven great
grandchildren, and two great
great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at .the Unity
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church with the Rev. L. E.
Moore and the Rey. Julian
Warren officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Ovie Sims, Eukley Brown,
Olvie Mathis, R. M. Brovin,
Charles Lovett, and Thomas
Lovett, nephews. Burial will
follow in the Unity Cemetery
with the arrangements by the




Dies At Age Of 89;
Funeral At Church
Wiley P. Outland of Murray
Route 8 died Sunday at 6:31
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 89
years of age. -
The deceased was preceded
in death by his wife, Mrs.
Nellie D. Outland, on Feb. 5,
1973. A retired farmer, he was
born April 19, 1890, to the late
Samuel Ross Outland and
Sally Futrell Outland of
Stewart County, Tenn.
Survivors include four
daughters, Mrs. W. H. (Jude!)
Crutcher, Murray Route 8,
Mrs. John (Opal) Crutcher,
Humboldt; Tenn, Mrs. Joe
(Ann) McQuade, Sevierville,
Tenn., and Mrs. J. C. (Robbie)
Moody, Rivieria
Murray; five sons, Earl
Outland, 1623 Hamilton,
Murray, John W. Outland,
Oak Ridge, Tenn., Gilbert
Outland, Chicago, Ili., Sam
Outland, 405 South Ilth Street,
Murray, and Russell Outland,
635 South Fourth Street,
Murray; 26 grandchildren; 28
great grandchildren.
Mr. Outland was a member
of the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church where funeral ser-
vices will be held Tuesday at 3
p.m. with the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe and the Rev. Jack
Jones officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Hicks Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may cal/ after 5
p.m. today (Monday).
Livestock Market
LOU LSVILLF.. Ks AP -- USDA -
Estimated receipts cattle and calves 8900.
feeders 50 percent slaughter steers 1•00
2 DO lower. heifers 2 00-3 00 lower, cows
operung steady 1.00 higher, bulls steady.
calves and sealers steads. feeders
operung weak to 1 00 lower with choice
offerings in short supply..
Slaughter steers chore 2-4 6504200 lb
72 10-75 70, mixed good and choice 2-1 860-
1110 lb 6900.72 50. standard and good 2-3
•1000-1405 lb 65 20-69 50., slaughter heifers „ _-
choice 2-4 800-1150 lb 71 50-7375. mixed
good and choice 2-4 760-1150 lb 67 f0-71 00
standard and good 2-3 .150-250 lb 63 71
6750. slaughter cows utility 13 53 0040 1.1
a few high dressing individuals up to 63 00
-cuttes 14 5100,61.00. canner 45 75-5: or
-slaughter bias yield grade 1 1100.2100 45
incitcatink 00-81 carcass boning per,
76 75-79 50. yield grade 1-2 1100-1600
indicating 76-79 percent 70 00-76 75
grade 2-3 znottasting 73-77 percent 64 50
70 03, slaughter calves arid sealers •
150.000 lb sealers 5606-114 CO, choice 30o-
485 lb calves 84 00-99 GO. feeder sre,,
choice 300-500 lb 98 00-109 50.
6575-9025, muted good and choice 301.-30,
lb 89 00-101 05 500-700 lb 76 WAS 133 e.
1000 lb 69 00-7 Ricoa '306-613075-76
0600. 600-1070 lb 65 00-7000. heifer, :
good and choice 325-515 10 80 0049 50 565
715 lb 70 00-75 DO good 160.765 lt if ii-
0000
Hogs 1000, barrows. and gilts 25- Sc
lower. US 1-2 219-150 lb 45 30.45 )4. '• 2
210-240 lb 45 01-45 35, 2-3200.356 .• •4
4500. No 1 230-230 10 44 00-44 50' b••
43 0344 00, sows steady to SO /ugh,-
2 300.350 15 39 00-39 50. 350450 .'
0600 450-585 1b 40 50-11 50. a feu • ,
Soars over 300 lb 36 50-37 00;
Sheep untested earls
The funeral for Mrs. Thelma
McMullin was held Saturday
at 2 p.m. at the chapel of the
Collier Funeral Home, Ben-
ton, with the Rev. R. B. Cope
officiating. Burial was in the
Benton Cemetery.
Mrs. McMullin, 60, Benton,
died Friday at 4:30 a.m. at tha.„,
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
She is survived by her
husband, Prather McMullin;
her mother, Mrs. Virgie
Byrley, Benton; one daughter,
Mrs Jean Lee, Benton; one
brother, Benjamin Franklin
Byrley, Kirksey; four grand-
children.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local inter,-...-• .•
noon, EDT. today. furnished '
Ledger & Times by First of M. r

































In 1870, German ar-
cheologist • ileinr;
Schliemann began f: x
cavations in Turkey. wherr.!,
found the ruins of Troy
Stovall Urges Carter To Act
On Alleged State Investigation
By The Assoc kited Press
U. Gov. Thelma Stovall has sent a
telegram to President Carter, urging
him to eneourage action by the federal
Justice Department on any information
the FBI may have concerning its in-
vestigation of alleged corruption in
state government.
Other gubernatorial candidates,
meanwhile, spent Sunday in meetings,
at picnics or campaigning across the
state.
"As lieutenant governor of Kentucky,
and as a member of the state ventral
executive committee of the Democratic
Party, and as a candidate for gover-
nor" Mrs. Stovall wrote, "I suggest that
the fate of the Democratic Party in this
state demands immediate action on the
part of the Department of Justice which
has the information from the FBI in its.
posse_ssion concerning the investigation
of corruption in Kentucky state
government.
"It is essential that this be done prior
to the May 29 primary. I would think
that this action is also important to the
overall interest of the national
ati=7-..i
Democratic Party," she said. In the past few days of his campaign,
Mrs. Stovall, who spent the day in Hubbard has been focusing on inflation
Louisville, also said she-considered and the "need for state government to
similar requests by other candidates to control unnecessary expenditures and
be valid, provide meaningful tax relief for
Eugene Anthony, a press aide, said Kentuckians," according to a cam-
Mrs. Stovall planned to continue her paign spokesman.
campaign as close to schedule as He also said in speeches Saturday
possible. Her husband, Raymond and Sunday that state government
Stovall, 61, is scheduled to undergo "should work as hard as taxpayers do."
surgery Tuesday for removal of a Terry McBrayer, meanwhile, had a
throat malignancy, scheduled appearance Sunday at a
He was admitted to Methodist Fayette County picnic for precinct
Evangelical Hospital in Louisville workers.
Friday night, and earlier reports in- Harvey Sloane planned to attend the
dicated the surgery was performed Louisville picnic or commencement
Saturday exercises at the University of
His physician has told Mrs. Stovall Louisville, or both, according to a
that there would be no reason for her to spokesman at his Louisville
drop out of the race, Anthony said. headquarters.
Three top Democratic contenders_And John Y.. Brown Jr. had meetings
took their campaigns to picnics Sunday scheduled in Louisville before an
in Louisville and Lexington. evening appearance on a live television
Carroll Hubbard planned to attend program.
the Ninth Annual South End Third George Atkins focused on eastern
Ward Democratic Club Picnic in Kentucky Sunday with rallies
Louisville and several other picnics scheduled with coal miners in Harlan
Sunday afternoon. and Pike counties.
Board Of Regents...
since 1970, was named chairman of that
department effective July 1, 1979. A
native of Nashville, he received both his
A.B. and Master's degrees from MSU
and Master's and Doctor's degrees
from Vanderbilt University.
Dr. Winfield Rose was named
chairman of the Department of
Political Science and Public Affairs.
Presently an associate professor and
coordinator of the Master of Public
Administration program at East Texas
State University in Commerce, Texas,
Rose's appointment is also effective
July 1.
Tenure Discussed
Curt-is suggested to the board that the
university's tenure policy, which has
been in effect four years, needs revision
in some specific areas.
The president said the tieruire policy
needs:
- Clarification concerning faculty
members who fire paid with federal
grant funds rather than university
funds. The policy should define whether
or not these faculty members are
eligible for tenure,
-The evaluation of faculty members
not yet tenured realigned on a year-to-
year basis
- Study of the criteria for tenure with
regard to faculty qualifications and
university need with the recom-
mendation that the vice president for
academic programs be included in
evaluation- of the fat'ulty membeuit
this point.
In other action Saturday, the board:
- Approved a $1,066,000-budget for
the Veterinary Diagnostic and
Research Center irr'Hopkinsville. The
center, operated by the university for
slightly more than a year, is designed to
provide diagnostic services for the
animal industry in West Kentucky.
- Approved a policy on naming
campus facilities.
- Approved a resolution enabling the
administration to proceed with a
property exchange between the
university and the United Campus
Ministry. The university will receive
the property owned by the UCM on 15th
Street in exchange for 41 tract of
university-owned property on Payne
Street and an undisclosed sum of
money.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
May 14,1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 930 Est 650 Barrows &
Gilts steady to mostly 254 lower Sows
moistly steady
GS l2500-130 Its 144 90-14 75
US 13 200-240 lbe 644 2544 50
IA 1-3 240-250 Ihe 643 25-44 25
US 2-1 260-Z301be 642 25-43 Z5
Sows
115 1-9 370-350 lba
DS 1-3 300.450 Its
US 1-3 450-500 Ihe













at MSU Lovett Auditorium
See Page 9 for more jeformation on prizes to be
given away and where to pick UP your free ticket.
- Discussed but took no action on the
university policy concerning corn-
Gasoline..
Ed Chrism/int of the Texaco Oil Co.,
also stated that allocation has been cut
to 80 percent for May. He added that
supplies have not run short because
farmers are a good part of his com-
pany's business. With the rainy season,
he said farmers have not done much
planting and have not required much
gas. He added that it will bea problem
this summer.
In Washington, D.C., where
California-style frustration set in
Sunday when 90 percent of the gasoline
stations shut down their pumps, Sen.
Henry Jackson, chairman of the Senate
Energy Committee, told CBS-TV he had
no real evidence U.S. oil firms are
withholding oil and gasoline from the
market. --
But Jackson said he hopes
Congressional leaders will be able to
work out an acceptable standby
gasoline rationing-plan to submit to
President Carter.
Only about six of 50 gasoline stations
along Florida's South Dixie Highway,
the main thoroughfare from Miami to
Key West, were open Sunday and state
police said they received half a dozen
-distress calls from drivers out of gas.
Dade County Fire Department
paramedics said two people were
treated after inhaling vapors while
trying to siphon gasoline.
The American Automobile
Association said more than 85 percent
of the Washington-area stations it
surveyed closed by 6 p.m. Saturday and
90 percent were closed all day Sunday.
Nearly all the Washington area
stations were expected to be open
today, but with long lines, curtailed
hours and limits on sales.
Between 80 percent and 90 percent of
the gas stations were closed in 'Texas on
Sunday, compared to less than 50
percent five weeks ago. Kansas,
Illinois, Indiana and Georgia reported
about 50 percent of the stations closed
Sunday, and in Massaschusetts, only
half the stations open three weeks ago
(('ontinued From Page One)
plirnentary athletic event tickets for
regents and former regents.
• I ontlnued From Page One)
were open Sunday.
Elsewhere, about half the s6tions in
the metropolitan New York area were
closed. And AAA officials in Texas and
Kansas worried that gas stations might
not have enough fuel to handle
Memorial Day crowds.
Many Californians, who thought they
could beat rationing by filling up in the
border town of Tijuana, Mex., found
that pumps were dry there, too. For the
second weekend in a row, almost all of
Tijuana's 68 stations were out of
premium gas.
Business was off in I,as Vegas,
although Disneyland and other tourist
attractions in California reported
decent crowds. And many Californians
went sailing, leaving motorboats at the
docks.
Michigan drivers were warned
Sunday that they will be forced to drive
less as the supply of gas drops. Charles
Shipley, executive director of the state
Service Dealers' Association, said
more and more stations could be closed
on weekends
Council...
(Continued From Page One
Marshall Jones, Howard Koenen, C. C.
Lowry, J. Hardiman Nix, J: D. Outland,
Harry Russell, Steve Sammons,
Dorothy Sheeks, Helen Spann and Dave
Willis.
Incumbent council members seeking
reelection include Balentine, Furches,
George, Hale, Jones, Koenen, Lowry,
Nix, Outland and Willis.
The twelve winners in the
Democratic Primary will face op-
position in the general election from
Republican candidate Stephen Yar--1°'
brough, also an incumbent.
Prior to today's ruling, six of the
candidates were running for the six
spots in Ward A and the remaining 42
candidates were vying for the six
nominations in Ward B.
Kentucky State Parks& Shrines
SuperitiNatural Vacation Sites
.This year beat the energy
crunch. Enjoy Kentucky's
colorful heritage- visit our
state shrines, museums, and
recreational parks.
Tour restored pioneer forts,
Civil War memorials, beautiful
old homes and the exelting
Kentucky Horse Park-all
located within a few hours'
or even a few minutes' drive.
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